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A bstract

This thesis describes an experimental study of the C12(7,2iV) and C12(7,3iV) 

reactions using tagged photons of energies 150-700 MeV.

The photon beam was produced using the MAMI-B electron accelerator at 

the Institut fur Kernphysik at Mainz. Bremsstrahlung photons were produced by 

the electron beam impinging on a thin nickel foil radiator. The photon energies 

were determined with a resolution of ~2 MeV by analysis of the residual elec

trons in the Glasgow tagging spectrometer. Reaction products were detected in 

two detector systems PiP, TOF. The PiP detector is a large solid angle (~1 sr) 

plastic scintillator hodoscope used to detect protons. The TOF detector system 

comprised a versatile array of plastic scintillators which determined both proton 

and neutron energies from time of flight information. The detector system had a 

combined missing energy resolution of ~8 MeV.

The particle detectors were positioned to cover kinematics both in and away 

from the back-to-back kinematics of previous measurements. The more unusual 

detector geometry gave more sensitivity to multiparticle/FSI processes and also 

allowed the study of direct 2 nucleon emission in regions of high initial pair 

momenta.

The results were compared with a model developed by the Valencia group, 

which accounts for all the main photon absorption processes and therefore gives 

predictions of the cross section for all missing energy Em. The predictions of the 

Valencia model (VM) give reasonable agreement with the shape of the measured 

Em distributions for both 12C(7 ,pra) and 12C(7 ,pp) reactions up to 700 MeV, 

even in the more unusual kinematics. The magnitude of the cross section for the 

12C(7 ,pp) was however overestimated by a photon energy and angular dependant 

factor of ~3.5. A smaller overestimation of the strength of the cross section



was also observed in the 12C(7 ,pn) reaction for photon energies around the A 

resonance.

The comparison of the low missing energy data with a model of direct 2N 

emission from a spectating nucleus (2N model) showed the dominance of the 2N 

process in the 12C(7 ,pn) reaction for Em <70 MeV and photon energies up to 

600 MeV, even with the detectors positioned to be sensitive to more complex 

mechanisms. The 12C(7 ,pp) reaction was shown to be reasonably well described 

by direct emission of ( lp )2 proton pairs for Em <40 MeV and E7 <500 MeV, 

although the agreement with the 2N model was not as good as observed for 

the (7 ,pn) data. A large contribution of FSI/multiparticle events was observed 

for this reaction in the Em =40-70 MeV region although some evidence for the 

existence of photon absorption on (ls)(lp ) proton pairs was found.

The (7 , 3N)  measurements allowed a more kinematically complete study of 

multiparticle/FSI processes and gave valuable information on the mechanisms 

involved. The first measurement of the 12C(7 ,ppn) and 12C(7 ,pnn) final states 

showed cross sections of similar magnitude and shape. The 12C(~f,ppp) cross 

section was found to be < ~ 8% of the ppn or pnn.

The Valencia model predicted that the dominant mechanism for all the 3N 

final states was the reabsorption of photoproduced pions by nucleon pairs, with 

lesser contributions from 2N/3N+FSI processes. Although giving predictions in 

good agreement with the data for the ppn and pnn final states, the VM over

estimated the ppp final state by an energy dependent factor of ~5 which was 

attributed to the calculation of either the magnitude or angular distribution of 

the charge exchange FSI processes.
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1.1 In troduction

This work presents the results of a study of the 12C(7 , 2AT) and 12C(7 , 3AT) re

actions carried out with a large phase space acceptance which predominantly 

covered the relatively more extreme (non-27V) kinematics.

1.1.1 Outline

Photonuclear physics has progressed greatly in recent years due mainly to im

proved technology allowing high quality, high duty factor photon beams to be 

produced. This has allowed good quality data from the inherently small photonu

clear cross sections to be obtained. In turn the availability of accurate (7 , 2N)  

cross sections has spurred a great deal of theoretical interest in recent years. The 

exploration of higher particle multiplicity channels like (7 ,3N )  has also become 

feasible, which in partnership with the 2N channels are providing an opportu

nity to obtain a wider and more fundamental physical understanding of nuclear 

processes and interactions.

Early theoretical studies of the nucleus avoided dealing explicitly with the 

fundamental details of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The nuclear shell model 

(SM) approximated the sum of all the interactions between the nucleons using a 

central mean field potential in which the nucleons were assumed to move inde

pendently. Although at first sight appearing to be a rather naive model it was 

successful in explaining many experimental results, in particular the excitation 

level schemes of a wide range of nuclei. The approximations included in the the 

model still allowed a good description of the nucleus due to the limited range of 

the NN interaction and the restriction of NN scattering by Pauli blocking.

These approximations however mean that the SM theory is insensitive to the 

details of the NN interaction, especially at short range. The underestimation of
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the occupation probabilities of valence shells in nuclei by the model [1] is taken 

as evidence of repulsive NN scattering in the nucleus, which is not accounted for 

in the independent particle approximation.

In the 1950’s the discovery of strong emission of correlated pairs from the 

(7 ,pn) reaction [2] seemed a promising tool to explore the short range nature of 

the NN interaction. Modern theories, supported by recent data, indicate that the 

reaction is dominated by absorption on medium range meson exchange currents 

(MEC) which tend to mask the effects of short range correlations (SRC). A thor

ough understanding of the (7 ,pn) reaction over a wide range of photon energies 

and kinematics is a pre-requisite for extracting information about SRC and MEC 

in this channel.

The (7 ,pp) reaction has attracted a great deal of interest due to the suppres

sion of MEC between the T=1 pair. Although the measured cross sections are 

smaller the reaction shows increased sensitivity to different absorption mecha

nisms such as SRC or intermediate A excitation.

In parallel with understanding the short range nature of the NN interaction 

recent work has begun to study the contribution of three body forces in nuclei. 

The main evidence for the need of a three body component in the nucleon inter

action lies in the failure of microscopic theories based on 2 body forces to explain 

the binding energy of A — 3 nuclei [3].

1.1.2 Photoabsorption

The photon is well suited to the study of nuclear structure as its relatively weak 

electromagnetic interaction with the constituent nucleons allows it to penetrate 

the entire volume of the nucleus. This gives it a distinct advantage over strongly 

interacting probes where surface absorption is dominant and the incoming probe 

suffers substantial perturbations by the target nucleus (Initial State Interaction).
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As the photon is an electromagnetic probe it views the nuclear medium as a 

collection of charges, currents and magnetisation densities to which it can couple. 

The total photoabsorption cross section per nucleon (<rABS/A ) , representing the 

probability of a photon interacting with the target and being removed from the 

beam flux, is shown as figure 1 .1 .

^  0.5

^ 0.4

i'A

0 0 0 0 000

5000 10000100 500 1000 5000050
photon energy (MeV)

Figure 1.1: Total photon absorption cross section per nucleon

The structures to which the photon couples are seen to be dependent on 

the energy, and therefore wavelength of the incident photon. The value of the 

total photon absorption cross section at any given photon energy represents the 

coherent sum of the different contributing photoabsorption reaction mechanisms. 

Discussed below are the competing reaction channels for different photon energy 

regions and a discussion of their contribution to the (7 , 2 N )  and (7 , 3 N )  cross
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sections.

• D ipole R esonance

The broad structure centred around E r  ~30 MeV corresponds to a photon 

wavelength of the order of a nuclear Tadius. In this region the photon 

couples to the whole nucleus which is viewed (to first order) as an electric 

dipole, produced by the relative motion of the neutrons and protons. The 

nucleus thus absorbs the energy of the photon and forms an excited state 

which decays with the emission of nucleon(s). In medium and heavy nuclei 

neutrons are preferentially emitted, as they are uncharged and therefore do 

not have to overcome the Coulomb barrier to leave the nucleus.

• D elta  R esonance

The second structure at around 300 MeV is due to the P33(1232) (A) nu

cleon resonance, occurring when the wavelength of the photon is comparable 

with the size of a nucleon. The A resonance is thought to be broader for a 

nucleus than a single nucleon due to medium modification effects ie. Fermi 

motion, Pauli blocking, and the propagation/interaction of the A in the 

nuclear medium. This is supported by the fact that the mass and the width 

of the A resonance in nuclei is seen to increase almost linearly with the 

nuclear density [4].

The A is unstable and rapidly decays to a nucleon and a pion. The pro

duced pions have a large probability of interacting with the residual nucleus 

through subsequent (x ,7r ) or (7r ,2N)  reactions. Therefore at photon ener

gies around the resonance the contribution of these multistep processes to 

the emission of 2 or more nucleons will be substantial.

• 2N A bsorption
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Between the A and giant dipole resonances the photon interacts with the 

nucleus at a scale comparable with that of the inter-nucleon spacing. As 

the single nucleon knockout strength is strongly suppressed at these pho

ton energies, due to momentum conservation requirements, the region is 

dominated by absorption on nucleon pairs (2N). The photon is primarily 

absorbed by T=0 (pn) pairs with the cross section for absorption on T =1 

pairs (pp,nn) an order of magnitude less due to the suppression of meson 

exchange currents (MEC).

Although for energies above this region the total photoabsorption cross sec

tion is dominated by pion production the weaker 2N absorption process still 

contributes. The study of the direct 2N process at higher photon energies 

up to and beyond the A resonance is an important source of information 

for a full understanding of the mechanism(s) involved.

• 3N  Absorption

This channel is of particular interest as the direct reaction (3NdireCf) where 

no real pions are involved in the mechanism, may be related to the elusive 

three body force in nuclei. This 3Nrf,rect channel will be weaker than that of 

2N due to the lower probability of finding three nucleons in the nucleus at 

a close enough range to interact. Although the 3Ndirect process contributes 

to the measured (7 , 2N )  strength the (7 , 3AT) cross section should be more 

sensitive to this process.

Photon absorption leading to the emission of three nucleons does not how

ever have to originate from a direct process. Multistep processes such as 

initial quasi-free pion production in the nucleus followed by pion absorp

tion on a nucleon pair will also produce three nucleons in the final state 

(N7T+ABS). The (7 , 3A ) cross section may also have contributions from
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initial 2N processes followed by a final state interaction (2N+FSI) which 

results in an additional nucleon escaping the nucleus.

• Higher R esonances

The structures evident above 500 MeV on the total photoabsorption cross 

section from the proton are attributed to the higher nucleon resonances 

(AT* and A*). These structures however are not observed in experiments 

on heavier nuclei. Recently Bianchi et al [4] attributed the effect to a 

strong hadronic interaction with the nuclear medium in the propagation 

of the produced resonances which tends to smear their contribution to the 

absorption cross section. These higher resonances are presently an active 

area of research.

• Shadowing Region

At energies above ~ 2GeV the cross section is generally flat and relatively 

small. It is attributed to reactions dominantly involving the hadronic com

ponents of the photon. The onset of reactions of this type is not particu

larly well studied with some theories [5] predicting significant interactions 

through low mass hadronic components for energies as low as 1 GeV.

The present study covers photon energies from 150-700MeV and so a detailed 

understanding of the observed photo-nuclear reactions relies on the identification 

of events originating from the different mechanisms occurring in this region.
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1.2 R eview  O f P revious E xp erim en ts

1 .2 . 1  (7 , 2 N )  measurements

Early (7 , 2N )  photonuclear experiments [6, 7, 8, 9] were limited due to the use 

of continuous bremsstrahlung techniques which did not accurately determine the 

photon energy. These experiments not only gave relatively poor statistics but also 

had to make assumptions about the excitation of the residual nucleus. Although 

limited in scope these experiments suggested ‘quasi-deuteron’ (QD) behaviour 

of the emitted pairs in (7 ,pn) reactions on several light nuclei ( 4He, 6Li, 12C, 

160 ) . For a fixed proton energy the centre of mass opening angle formed by 

the correlated neutrons was found to be around that of the deuteron, although 

smeared out because of the Fermi motion of the pair before the interaction.

The more recent development of monoenergetic tagged photon beams and 

detectors with better resolution has produced much higher quality data. Mea

surements for photon energies of ~200-450 MeV at Bonn by Arends et al [10] 

and at Tokyo [11, 12, 13] studied the proton momentum spectra for events with 

a correlated nucleon on the opposite side of the beam. The results gave more 

evidence for the QD like angular correlation in the (7 ,pn) and (7 ,pp) channels. 

The interpretation of the data was however still limited by the relatively poor 

resolutions of the detector systems.

A systematic survey of the (7 , 2N)  reactions was undertaken by the Glasgow 

group in collaboration with Edinburgh, Mainz and Tubingen universities [14, 15, 

16, 17, 18] at photon energies up to ~150 MeV. The experimental resolution of 

these experiments (~7 MeV) was sufficient to distinguish the shells from which 

the nucleons were emitted, allowing more meaningful tests of the contribution of 

direct 2N reactions as well as giving some assessments of FSI contributions.

Early investigations of the (7 , 2N)  reaction in 160  [15] and 12C [16], for E^=80-
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131 MeV and 80-157 MeV respectively, showed a peak in the (7 ,pn) missing 

energy (Em) distribution corresponding to leaving the residual (A -2) system in or 

near its ground state. The shape of the missing energy distribution could be fitted 

well by the folding of two single nucleon missing energy distributions, obtained 

from electron scattering (e, ep)  data. The relative contributing strengths of the 

( lp )2, (ls)(lp ) and (Is)2 pairs were derived from the nucleon numbers in each 

shell. The (7 ,pp) reaction, although possessing strength at low Em, did not have 

the same characteristic peak near to threshold and the shape of the distribution 

was not well produced by folding single nucleon distributions.

For regions of low excitation of the residual nucleus (E m <40 MeV) the miss

ing momentum distributions in the (7 ,pn) channel were entirely described by the 

process of photon absorption on a ( lp )2 proton-neutron pair, with the residual 

nucleus acting as a spectator to the reaction. The same region in the (7 ,pp) 

channel surprisingly also gave reasonable agreement with a model based on the 

absorption on ( lp )2 proton pairs. The interpretation of data with higher excita

tion energies was limited due to large detector threshold effects and small phase 

space coverage.

The upgrade of the electron microtron and photon tagger at Mainz allowed 

the study to continue into photon energies around the A resonance. Results for 

E^=150-400 MeV [19] confirmed the dominance of photon absorption on ( lp )2 

pairs for Em <40 MeV. A higher Em region covering 40-70 MeV showed domi

nant absorption on (ls)(lp ) pairs, although indications of FSI contributions were 

also found in this region. The (7 ,pp) channel again indicated some form of 2N 

interaction was involved although the influence of FSI processes in the higher Em 

region was found to be significant.

Subsequent work extended the study [20] and explored the angular distribu

tion of the (7 ,pn) and (7 ,pp) reactions. The detectors were positioned to cover
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the back-to-back kinematics of a direct 2N emission process. Three consecutive 

measurements with the back-to-back detector setup rotated around the target 

allowed the angular distribution of the 2N process to be investigated over a wide 

range of proton angles ( 0P=2O°-13O°).

For the (7 ,pn) reaction the angular distribution for J57=140 MeV and E m <70 

MeV showed a broad maximum at around 80°, attributed from the theory of 

Ryckebush et al [21, 22] to the interference between the heavier p meson exchange 

and pion exchange currents between the pn pair. The (7 ,pp) angular distribution 

showed a large dissimilarity to the (7 ,pn) for the low Em < 40 MeV region, infer

ring a different underlying photon absorption mechanism. For Em=40-70 MeV 

the two channels showed more similar characteristics which may be taken as an 

indication of the stronger contribution of charge exchange FSI events, transferring 

strength from the (7 ,pn) to the (7 ,pp) channel at higher Em.

1.2.2 Review  o f experim ental studies o f multiparticle mech

anism s

Most experimental data investigating the role of multinucleon absorption has 

come from 7r beam experiments [23] where this mode is well established. The 

relative strength of the multinucleon mode compared with the 2N mechanism was 

shown to be significant across the A resonance and to increase with nuclear mass 

and incident pion energy. The interpretation of the results from ir experiments 

was complicated by the possible contribution from initial state interaction (ISI) 

processes preceeding 2N absorption, although this alone could not account for 

the observed multinucleon yield.

Most attempts to assess the 3 nucleon absorption in photon experiments have 

concentrated on light nuclei, mainly 3He, where the detection of two nucleons
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allows the momentum of the third (undetected) nucleon to be deduced from the 

kinematics. Following the suggestion of Laget [24] the (7 ,pp)n reaction has been 

extensively studied, to investigate 3-body mechanisms in the favourable situation 

where the 2-body strength is suppressed.

Audit et al [25] measured the 3He(7 ,pp)n reaction for 5 photon energies in the 

range 231-414 MeV, for low neutron recoil momentum. Even with the detectors 

in the more usual quasi-free 2N kinematics the observed cross sections showed an 

excess over the 1N/2N(+FSI) predictions of Laget. As the excess occurred away 

from the quasi-free 2N peak in the proton momenta distributions the results 

were taken as an indication of contributing 3N mechanisms. The inclusion of 

3N processes in the Laget calculation reproduced the general shape of the data 

although with an underestimation of the cross section magnitude for lower photon 

energies.

Further work for jF7=90-250 MeV at Saskatchewan was carried out by Sarty 

et al [26]. The detectors were positioned away from the 2N kinematics in a region 

of phase space predicted by the Laget calculations to maximise the contribu

tion of 3Nrf,rect absorption mechanisms. The differential cross section, plotted 

as a function of the (undetected) neutron momentum, again demonstrated that 

lN/2N(-fFSI) photoabsorption mechanisms alone could not describe the data. 

For higher neutron momenta the measurement was a factor 5-9 greater than the 

Laget prediction. However the inclusion of 3N processes allowed an adequate 

prediction of the measured cross section.

3N absorption contributions were also evident in the E1=200-500 MeV data 

from the TAGX collaboration [27] which had a larger solid angle coverage than 

previous measurements (~  3 sr). The shape of the 3He(j,pp)n  neutron mo

mentum distributions could only be reproduced from both 2N and 3N model 

distributions, with the 3N contribution shown to dominate for higher photon
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energies.

A recent study of the 3He(7 ,pp)n reaction for i£7=200-800 MeV with the 

large acceptance detector Daphne [28] estimated the 3N absorption strength in 

the A region to constitute ~36% of the 2N strength. From invariant mass studies 

the mechanism was found to be dominated by the 2 step process involving the 

intermediate production of a real pion (N7T+ABS), although for photon energies 

above 500 MeV the signature of this mechanism was not clear.

Relatively little data is available for heavier nuclei. Recent work on 12C by 

Harty et al [29] at Mainz investigated the contribution of (7 ,ppp) reactions to the 

observed (7 ,pp) cross sections in 2N kinematics. Comparisons with the Valencia 

model [40] again attributed most of the observed (7 ,ppp) strength to the N7T+ABS 

process.

This work improves upon the previous 12C measurement due to a better de

tector coverage, more suited to the kinematics of multiparticle mechanisms. The 

improved detector segmentation will also enable the contribution of different final 

charge states to be investigated.

1.3 R ev iew  o f  T heoretical Progress

1.3.1 (7 , 2 N )  reactions

Early compound nucleus models of photoreactions assumed a two step process 

where the photon is absorbed, leading to an intermediate excited state which 

decays to stability by emitting nucleons. The theory predicted that neutron 

emission was a factor ~  103 — 105 more likely than the emission of protons, due 

to the influence of the Coulomb barrier, and that the angular distribution of 

the emitted particles would be isotropic. Although this model was in reasonable 

agreement for low (giant dipole resonance) photon energies, at higher energies
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the proton distribution obtained was larger, more forward peaked and contained 

many more high energy protons than the compound model predicted. This led 

to the conclusion that the photon was being absorbed on a subset of the nucleus 

rather than the entire nucleus itself. Levinger [31] proposed that the photon 

was being absorbed on a nucleon pair, with the residual nucleus acting as a 

spectator to the reaction. As this theory assumes absorption on a T=0 pn pair 

(due to its dipole nature) the theory became known as the ‘quasi-deuteron’ model. 

The deuterium cross section is effectively mapped into the nucleus through the 

relation:

r NZ n u<TQD = L —— <td (1.1)

The factor ^  represents the number of deuteron pairs in the nucleus and L is 

the Levinger constant. The Levinger constant is interpreted as the ratio of the 

probability of the proton-neutron pair being close enough to interact in a complex 

nucleus to that in the deuteron.

The theory is in many respects a somewhat naive model with no accounting 

for Pauli blocking, Fermi motion or FSI effects. However many aspects of the NN 

interaction are included in a phenomenological way through the inclusion of the 

deuteron cross section (<td).

An improved theory was proposed by by Gottfried [32] who factorised the 

cross section for the emission of proton-neutron pairs from a spectating residual 

nucleus after absorption of a photon of momentum u) as:

da =  7l - F ( P ) S },6 (e -e )d :ik1d3k2 (1.2)

With ki and k2 the momenta of the two nucleons and F (P )  the probability of 

finding two nucleons of zero separation and momentum P = |&i -f k2 — u>\. 

The F(P) term is proportional to the nucleon pair momentum distribution in
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the initial state and depends only on the long range (shell model) properties of 

the nucleon wavefunctions. The 5/; term is a transition matrix which embodies 

the dynamics of the reaction beyond the independent particle shell model and 

thus includes shorter range aspects of the two nucleon correlation function not 

accounted for by the (shell model) mean field.

A more microscopic approach to the problem was taken by Boato and Gi- 

annini [33] who calculated the (7 ,pn) cross section including one and two body 

terms. Following previous theoretical work only the dominant seagull absorption 

term, depicted on figure 1.2, was included in the calculation. The nucleons were 

assumed to be at zero separation at the time of the absorption and suffer no 

subsequent interaction (FSI) with the residual nucleus. Even with the first order 

MEC currents included in the calculation the cross section was shown to still be 

factorisable into the pair momentum distribution and a second term which de

pends on short range components. For (7 ,pn) the short range components were 

predicted to be dominated by isovector MEC terms.

A subsequent paper [34] incorporated the effects of FSI using an optical po

tential. The factorisation of the cross section was again employed with the FSI 

effects included in the F(P) and S/, terms separately. Although the inclusion of 

the FSI process produced a reduction in the magnitude of the predicted cross 

section, the shape of the angular distribution was not significantly altered.

The (7 ,pp) channel was investigated by Giusti et al [35]. As well as the 

‘seagull’ MEC intermediate A configurations were included which were expected 

to be an important mechanism in the (7 ,pp) channel. The theory employed an 

unfactorised framework, using realistic SRC functions and accounted for FSI using 

a distorted wave approximation for the outgoing nucleons. The contribution of 

one body currents was found to be highly dependent on the choice of correlation 

function.
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Figure 1.2: Absorption terms considered for the (h p n )  emission

This treatment was applied to the (7 ,pn) channel by Boffi et al, whose theory 

predicted dominant absorption on 3Si pn pairs (quasi-deuteron) for low photon 

energies (~80 MeV). The seagull term, although shown to be dominant for lower 

photon energies, was predicted to decrease in importance for increasing photon 

energy with the contribution of 1-body and A currents predicted to rise.

The Gent group has recently undertaken a very thorough study of the (7 , N N )  

reactions [21]. The calculations include higher order terms in the pion propaga

tor such as the pion in flight contribution (see figure 1.2) and the exchange of 

heavier ( <7,u;,p) mesons. At E7 ~140 MeV the pion in flight term was found to 

destructively interfere with the dominant seagull current, resulting in a consid
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erable reduction and change of shape of the angular cross section. Although the 

a  and lj currents were found to have a negligible effect on the cross section the 

p meson was predicted to also produce visible interference effects in the angular 

distribution of the emitted particles.

The Gent group’s predictions for 160  within an unfactorised framework [36] 

assessed the validity of Gottfried’s zero range and quasi-deuteron assumptions. 

The unfactorised calculation employed harmonic oscillator wave functions to de

scribe the 2 hole states after the photon interaction, with the contribution of FSI 

and absorption on one-body currents (SRC) neglected. The factorisation of the 

cross section was shown to result in a larger predicted cross section than the more 

exact unfactorised approach for the lower photon energies (see figure 1.3). This

100 150 200
Photon energy (MeV)

250 300

Figure 1.3: Comparison of unfactorised and factorised approach in calculating 
the 160 (7 ,pn^ cross section. The dashed line shows the cross section calculated 
with Gottfried9s factorised approach. The dot-dashed line was obtained with the 
unfactorised approach and restricting the sum over the relatives S  waves only. The 
solid line shows the results for an unfactorised calculation but with no restriction 
on the relative pn waves.

was understood to be due to the low momentum photons coupling to longer range 

MEC, leading to a breakdown of the Gottfried zero range assumption. For E7 ~  

60 MeV the contribution of pn pairs in relative P waves can be seen to account for
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half the total cross section and so the quasi-deuteron approximation, where only 

3Si states contribute, also breaks down. The results however show the validity of 

the factorised approach for photon energies approaching the A resonance.

1.3.2 The 2N photon absorption m odel

In order to allow the contribution of the 2N photon absorption mechanism to 

be assessed, a Monte Carlo code to simulate the 2N absorption reaction was

developed (2N model). This 2N model can be used to predict the distribution

of the variables which were deduced from the data assuming a direct (no FSI) 

2N emission process in a spectating nucleus. Although the calculation does not 

involve any assumptions about the microscopic absorption mechanisms, its ability 

to account for the observed features of the experimental data gives an indication 

of the importance of direct 2N emission processes to the measured yield.

The momentum distribution of the nucleon pair ( F (P )  ) was reconstructed 

from the folding of individual simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) wavefunctions, 

with the parameter (I (=0.359 fin”1) chosen to give the correct RMS radius [37] 

of 12C. The functions obtained for different initial shell combinations are shown 

below.

-  iŝ as (! ~ 7 +$) “^ s) <u>

F,'“(p) ■ v p ;  (7 ) (l,)

p - ” < p > ’  < u >

The magnitude of the initial momentum of the interacting nucleon pair was se

lected from the corresponding P 2F(P) distributions, with the direction of P chosen
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isotropically.

The excitation of the residual nucleus (Ex) was taken from a distribution, 

chosen in an iterative procedure so that the shape of the predicted missing energy 

cut on detector acceptances matched that of the observed data. The energy of the 

initial pair before the interaction could then be calculated, assuming a spectating 

residual nucleus, according to the formula M t — (M r +  Tr +  Ex) [15] where the 

subscripts t and r correspond to target and recoil respectively. The momenta of 

the outgoing nucleons were obtained in the centre of mass frame of the incoming 

photon and the nucleon pair. The directions of the nucleons were chosen either 

from the D(7 ,pra) angular distribution in the case of (7 ,pn) or from an isotropic 

distribution for (7 ,pp).

By applying experimental detector geometry and threshold conditions the 

predictions of the 2N model can be compared directly with experiment.

1.4 R eview  o f m ultiparticle theories

Only in recent years have theories been developed which include the contribution 

of multiparticle photon absorption channels. The microscopic models of Laget 

[24, 38] for the 3He(7 ,pp)7i reaction calculated the total 3N cross sections from the 

basic Feynman diagrams explicitly including both real and virtual pion processes. 

Along with the 1N/2N(+FSI) contributions the theory gives reasonable descrip

tions of the available data.

The Laget theories are however only tractable in light nuclei and therefore 

cannot be used in a direct comparison with the present work. The most com

prehensive theory currently available for photoreactions in heavier nuclei is the 

Valencia model [40] developed by Carrasco and Oset.
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1.4.1 The Valencia m odel

The approach taken by the Valencia group was to create a microscopic model 

of all known and important reaction processes that can occur in nuclear photon 

absorption and then to track the products of these reactions through the nuclear 

medium, using a semi-classical approach to account for any further interactions 

in the nucleus. The model uses a nuclear m atter approximation which although 

compromising the structure of real nuclei allows plane waves to be used for the 

particle states.

The initial photon absorption mechanisms are calculated in a microscopic 

many-body quantum mechanical framework, explicitly accounting for both pion 

production and nucleon absorption. The interactions between photons, pions, 

nucleons and A ’s are expressed in terms of the relevant coupling constants, form 

factors and propagators. The photon, of energy (a;), upon entering the nuclear 

medium is assigned a complex self-energy II(u;,p) where p is the nuclear m atter 

density. The self-energy accounts for the photon’s possible interactions with the 

nuclear medium. Figure 1.4 shows the photon creating two particle-hole (ph) 

excitations, which form one component of the self-energy. Further diagrams come 

from including different numbers of ph excitations or from the effects of long range 

correlations or medium polarisation. The latter two are included in the self energy 

diagrams using a random phase approximation to describe additional ph or Ah 

propagation in the medium.

The constructed self energy allows the total cross section for each possible 

process to be calculated. The scattering probability per unit volume ( =  — j  Im  II (a;, p)) 

is related to that of the nuclear volume (cr) by use of a local density approximation 

(p -+ p(r)).
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Figure 1.4: A typical photon self energy diagram corresponding to a 2p2h excita

tion. The upper cut corresponds to (7 , 2N ) (ie 2 particles and two holes placed 

on shell) whilst the lower corresponds to ('y,Nir)

The imaginary parts of the photon self energy are obtained by applying 

Cutkosky rules to each component diagram, with each cut representing a sep

arate interaction mechanism. Two such cuts are illustrated on figure 1.4 with the 

upper cut contributing to the ( 7 , N N )  process and the lower to 7r production. 

For each line intersected by the cut the relevant propagator is replaced with its 

imaginary part, forcing the particles present to appear on shell.

The interaction of the produced on-shell particles with the nuclear medium 

is accounted for by a semi-classical Monte Carlo treatment. The particles are 

moved classically through the medium in small steps, with the Monte Carlo pro

cedure selecting whether the particle undergoes an interaction on the basis of the
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calculated mean free path. For nucleons the interaction is limited to NN scat

tering processes which were modelled using the available nucleon-nucleus optical 

potentials [41] modified to account for nuclear medium effects. Pions could be 

either scattered (7T,7r ) or absorbed (7r ,2iV), (7r ,3iV). The probabilities for each 

pion reaction were obtained from many body quantum mechanical calculations 

[42], which include the effects of single and double charge exchange as well as 

medium effects.

The Valencia model was devised to predict photo-reactions for photon energies 

up to 500 MeV. The 2t  production channel, which does not give a significant 

contribution in this range, is not included. Any interpretation of the model 

predictions above 500 MeV should take this omission into consideration. An 

indication of the importance of these processes is indicated in ref [43] where 

the 2w production channel was seen to be negligible at around 500 MeV but 

contributes ~50% of the single 7r production cross section at 700 MeV.

1.5 Sum m ary and A im s o f P resen t E xp erim en t

Previous studies of photonuclear nucleon emission reactions have concentrated on 

kinematics suited to the back-to-back emission of two nucleons. In contrast the 

present work will sample the (7 , 2N)  cross sections in more extreme kinematics 

to complement this previous work and allow an assessment of the importance of 

other processes away from the usual kinematics. In particular the phase space 

covered will give a good indication of the importance of FSI processes, information 

which is difficult to extract from a (7 , 2N)  measurement in the back-to-back kine

matics. More sensitivity to multinucleon mechanisms such as 3N*rect absorption 

or the N7T+ABS process is expected.

The detector geometry will also allow the direct 2N emission reactions to
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be studied in previously inaccessible, but interesting, regions of high initial pair 

momenta which only gave small contributions to the yield observed in previous 

experiments. This work will therefore allow a more stringent test of our under

standing of these reactions.

The measurements of the (7 , 3N)  reaction will give a good indication of the 

role of multiparticle mechanisms to the photon absorption process. This work will 

improve on the previous 12C measurement [29] which was taken with a detector 

coverage less sensitive to 3N kinematics and was limited to the study of only one 

final charge state (ppp). The first detailed measurements of the ppn and pnn final 

states for an A>3 nucleus in this work will therefore give valuable information 

on the multiparticle mechanisms involved in photon absorption.
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2.1 E xperim ental A pparatus
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The experiment forming this thesis was carried out in collaboration with Edin

burgh, Mainz and Tubingen Universities using the 855 MeV electron microtron 

(MAMI-B) at the Institut fur Kernphysik at Mainz. The high quality electron 

beam is used to produce a flux of collimated Bremsstrahlung photons. The pho

ton energies are determined by analysis of the associated residual electrons in the 

Glasgow Tagging Spectrometer. Two main detector systems (PiP,TOF) are em

ployed to detect products from resulting photonuclear reactions. PiP is a plastic 

scintillator hodoscope designed to detect protons and positive pions and TOF is 

a versatile array of scintillators capable of detecting uncharged and charged par

ticles. Segmented rings of thin AE transmission detectors positioned around the 

target provide timing and triggering information on the reaction products and 

also allow a distinction between charged and uncharged particles to be made.

2.2 T he M ainz E lectron M icrotron

The MAINZ electron microtron (MAMI-B) comprises three race track microtron 

stages which result in a high quality 850 MeV electron beam with ~100% duty 

factor. The beam is highly stable and can be operated at currents up to 100/zA. 

For the production of tagged photon beams a lower current of ~20nA is used due 

to count rate restrictions in the tagging spectrometer.

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic diagram of a typical microtron stage, consisting 

of two bending magnets and a series of linear accelerators (LINAC s). The Linacs 

consist of waveguides along which the electrons are accelerated by radio frequency 

(RF) electric fields. The RF power is provided by klystron oscillators.

The bending magnets recirculate electrons back through a series of return 

pipes to be accelerated further by the Linacs. The radius of the electron orbit
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a racetrack microtron

in the magnets increases with increasing electron energy, with the energy boost 

of the electrons at each pass fixed such that the electrons always arrive in phase 

with the accelerating field.

As the beam is recirculated many times before extraction the electrons only 

need to be given a series of relatively small energy boosts to attain the desired 

beam energy. This allows the accelerating klystrons to be operated in the contin

uous wave mode to give an essentially continuous beam. (The beam does possess 

some RF microstructure but the high frequency (2.45GHz) means the beam can 

be considered continuous for practical purposes.)

A schematic of the MAMI-B accelerator is shown in figure 2.2. The electrons, 

produced by a 100 keV electron gun, are fed into a linac which accelerates them to 

an energy of 3.5 MeV. The resultant beam is fed into the first 18 turn microtron 

(RTM1) which increases the beam energy to 14 MeV. The second 51 turn mi

crotron (RTM2) increases the beam energy to 180 MeV before injection into the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the Mainz electron microtron (MAMI-B).

final microtron (RTM3) which has 90 turns and produces the final beam energy 

of 855 MeV. The produced beam has a resolution of 60keV and emittance of less 

than 0.147r.mm.mrad.

The beam can be transported into any of the experimental halls by a series of 

dipole and quadrupole magnets.

2.3 P h oton  P roduction

The electron beam from the MAMI accelerator is focussed onto a thin (4 pm) Ni 

foil. Bremsstrahlung radiation (e,e 7 ) is produced from the deceleration of the 

electrons in the fields of the Ni nuclei. The produced Bremsstrahlung photons 

form a forward directed cone which is collimated to form a small spot on the
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target downstream. The energy of a photon can be deduced from the incident 

(Ee) and residual (Ee) electron energies.

= Ee -  E'e (2.1)

The energy distribution of photons produced by this process can be approxi

mated by a 1/E-f distribution except near the end point energy ( E^ = Ee ).

2.3.1 The Glasgow Tagging Spectrom eter

The photon energy is determined by analysing the residual electrons in the Glas

gow Tagging Spectrometer (Tagger) [44, 45]. A schematic diagram of the Tagger 

is shown in figure 2.3.1. It consists of a large dipole magnet producing a homoge

neous field which focuses the electrons onto a 4.5 m focal plane with an intrinsic 

electron energy resolution of ~100 keV. The electrons can also be focussed in the 

vertical direction by an additional quadrupole magnet positioned downstream 

from the radiator.

The focal plane [46] is fitted with an array of 352 plastic scintillator elements 

which give an average energy bite of ~2  MeV. Each element is viewed by a 

separate PM tube, the output of which is fed to a dual threshold discriminator 

giving a timing resolution <1 ns. The resultant discriminator output pulses are 

fed to TDCs which provide timing information for each hit. The TDCs are gated 

by the main detector system to include coincidence events whilst limiting the 

number of random events recorded.

The scintillators are placed at an angle perpendicular to the electron trajectory 

with an overlap that ensures a real electron event will fire two elements. Insisting 

on this double hit coincidence removes signals generated by noise in the PM tubes 

and also greatly reduces the contribution from background electrons, neutrons
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the tagging spectrometer
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and 7 ’s.

The number of electron events for each element is counted, using FASTBUS 

scalers, to allow a determination of the photon flux. No scaler dead time cor

rection is required as the scalers are disabled whilst potentially useful events are 

read out by the data acquisition system.

2.3.2 Collimation and Tagging Efficiency

The photon flux leaving the spectrometer is collimated to provide a smaller and 

more definite beam spot size at the target. This necessarily removes photons from 

the flux and so the number of electron counts in the focal plane detectors (Ne) is 

not equal to the number of photons incident at the target (W7). To account for 

this effect the ‘tagging efficiency’ (eta3) for the experimental setup is obtained, 

defined as:

etag = (2.2)

To determine the tagging efficiency a Pb glass detector of thickness equivalent 

to 30 radiation lengths ( ~ 100% efficiency) is placed downstream of the collimator 

in the path of the photon beam. A sufficiently low electron beam current (~0.5 

pA) is used to avoid deadtime problems in the Pb glass detector and to ensure that 

the number of random hits in the tagger focal plane is negligible. A photon hit in 

the Pb glass detector is used as a trigger to readout the Tagger TDCs, allowing 

the tagging efficiency for each focal plane element to be simply extracted from 

the data.

_ T D C c o u n t s

ta9 S C A L E R cmnl, 1 J

Where T  DC counts is the number of electron hits occurring in coincidence with a
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Pb glass photon hit and SCALERcounta represents the total number of electron 

hits.

Tagging efficiency measurements were made on three separate occasions dur

ing the experimental run period and were shown to be stable.

2.4 Targets

target A thickness(mm) ps(m g/cm 2) n target(cm~2)

c d 2 16.02 2 216.0 1.623 xlO22

12C 12.00 4 685.3 3.439 xlO22

Table 2.1: The targets.

Two targets were used in the experiment. Detector calibration runs used a deuter- 

ated polythene (CD 2) target while the main experimental runs were carried out 

with a graphite (12C) target. The characteristics of both targets are listed in 

Table 2.1

When choosing the target thicknesses several factors must be taken into con

sideration. A thick target will have more nuclei/cm2 and so increase the prob

ability of photo-absorption, giving results with improved statistics. This is an 

important consideration for this experiment as the cross sections for some of the 

proposed measurements are small. A thick target however also worsens the en

ergy resolution for the emitted (charged) particles as more target material must 

be traversed to reach the detector, causing the energy loss from ionisation to be

come more uncertain. The target thicknesses chosen thus represent a compromise 

between resolution and yield.

The targets were placed at an angle (45°) to the photon beam. This increased 

the effective thickness of the target whilst reducing the amount of target traversed
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by those particles detected in PiP.

2.4.1 The AE D etector Rings
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Figure 2.4: A schematic of the A E  Detector rings

The AE rings (figure 2.4) are a series of thin plastic scintillators surrounding the 

target. The width of each element is chosen to produce counting rates of similar 

magnitude in each element and is therefore more highly segmented at forward 

angles where the flux of reaction products is higher.

The PiP side of the experiment is covered by a single ring which is centred on 

the target at a radius of ~11 cm and comprises 7 elements (A0-A6 in figure 2.4).
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These AEsjart detectors are used along with a coincident hit in PiP to identify 

events originating from the target. The proximity of AEstar* to the target means 

the timing information obtained for the detected particle is closely related to the 

time of the photoabsorption. The hit in a AE,tart element is thus used as a start 

signal for all the TDCs in the experimental system, giving a reference time from 

which correlated particles can be selected or flight times in the TOF system can 

be calculated.

The TOF side of the experiment is covered by two rings, A E t o f i  and A E toF 2 

of radii ~11 cm and ~30 cm respectively. These are used for charge determination 

of detected TOF particles during subsequent offline analysis.

2.4.2 The P iP  D etector

The PiP detector [47], shown schematically on figure 2.5, is a large solid angle 

1 sr) charged particle hodoscope, designed for the detection of protons or pions. 

For this work the detector is operated in proton mode. The detector comprises 

a segmented transmission layer (AEptp) in front of four E layers (E1-E4). The 

component elements are all manufactured from NE110 organic scintillator.

E layer no of blocks block L x D x H  (cm)

E l 4 100 x 11.0 x 13.5

E2 4 130 x 17.5 x 17.5

E3 5 160 x 17.5 x 17.5

E4 6 190 x 17.5 x 17.5

Table 2.2: Dimensions of the PIP E blocks

The AEptp layer is formed from four vertically mounted elements, each 2mm 

thick x 20cm wide x 42cm high which define the acceptance of the PiP detector. 

The scintillator bars in the E layers (table 2.2) have successively larger horizontal
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j .

Figure 2.5: A schematic diagram of PiP

and vertical dimensions, to ensure that protons detected in the AEp;p layer 

do not subsequently leave through the edges of the detector. Photomultiplier 

(PM) tubes, of the EMI 9954KB type, are connected to both ends of each PiP 

scintillator element via light guides.

The whole PiP assembly is enclosed in a 5mm steel plate box which screens 

the scintillators from external light and temperature variations.

2.4 .3  T O F  d etectors

The TOF detectors provide the opposite arm of the experiment and can be used 

for the detection of neutrons or protons. A schematic diagram of a TOF stand is 

shown as Fig 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: A schematic diagram of a TOF stand

Each of the bars making up a TOF stand are manufactured from NE110 

scintillator of dimensions 300x20x5 cm3. The bar thickness is chosen primarily 

to achieve the required neutron resolution. As the neutrons can interact at any 

depth in the scintillator the bars must be relatively thin to define an accurate 

neutron flight path. Each bar is viewed by Phillips XP 2312B PM tubes which 

are connected to each end via light guides. The timing of the PM signals from 

each end of the bar provides time of flight and vertical position information.

The entire TOF system comprises twelve stands of the type in figure 2.6. The 

stands can be positioned independently around the target to cover the required
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kinematic regions. For this experiment the stands are positioned two deep to 

increase the efficiency for the detection of neutrons (~5% per TOF layer) without 

compromising the neutron resolution.

2.4.4 Experimental Setup

The positioning of the detectors in the A2 hall at Mainz for this experiment is 

shown as figure 2.7. The PiP detector is placed in a backward angle position 

covering the polar angular range 78°-158°.

The TOF stands are positioned to sample a wide angular range of 36.7°-142.0°, 

with most detectors (G-L) positioned away from the back-to-back kinematics of 

a 2N process. The setup will therefore show more sensitivity to other processes 

and allow studies of the 2N process in extreme kinematics. The stands C-F do 

however sample the back-to-back kinematics and allow a direct comparison of 

cross sections out with the 2N kinematics with the strength of the 2N process.

2.5 D ata  A cquisition

2.5.1 Information from events

Each scintillator element in the experimental setup provides both the pulse height 

and timing information of detected particles. The light deposited in a scintillator 

element is ‘viewed’ by two photomultiplier tubes which connect, via light guides, 

to each end. The electrical signal produced from each PM tube is fed to a fan-out 

module which splits the signal into two. One signal is fed to a Charge to Digital 

convertor (QDC) where the analogue pulse is converted to a digital signal. The 

second signal is fed to a leading edge discriminator which produces a logic pulse 

if the signal exceeds a preset threshold. The logic pulses are used to stop or start
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Figure 2.7: The experimental layout
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a time to digital convertor (TDC) to record the timing information of the pulse. 

Both pieces of information are therefore converted to a digital format which can 

be read by the data acquisition system.

To cope with the large number of scintillators in the setup the QDCs are of 

the Phillips FASTBUS 10c2 type which are available in high density modules (32 

channels), with read out threshold and fast clear capabilities. The TDCs are of 

the Phillips FASTBUS 10c6 type.

2.5.2 Trigger Logic

Many of the signals in the detectors are irrelevant to the measurement of the 

12C(7 , 2iV) or 12C(7 , 3N ) cross sections. For the PiP detector these unwanted 

events comprise the detection of electrons from Compton scattering/pair produc

tion or protons without a coincident hit in TOF. The background of these events 

is large and so would take a large amount of CPU time to process and record. It is 

therefore important to have the means to quickly reject these background events 

during the experiment, to devote more CPU time to the proposed measurement.

For this purpose a trigger is set up to identify the events of interest for either 

the measurement or calibration purposes. These events comprise:

• Proton detected in PiP with corresponding particle(s) detected in TOF

• Cosmic ray event detected in PiP

• Photon in Pb glass detector

The cosmic events are used to calibrate and monitor the gain of the PiP 

detector and so are recorded throughout the experimental measurement. The 

Pb glass detector is only used on experimental runs to determine the tagging 

efficiency. During normal runs this detector is removed and its trigger deactivated.
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The logic conditions to select each event type are entered into programmable 

CAMAC modules. The trigger logic is handled by Lecroy 4508 PLUs which can 

perform logic operations on any mixture of up to 8 inputs from various parts 

of the experimental setup. The trigger decision is split into two levels. These 

comprise a fast simple first level and a second level which comes later to enable 

inclusion of TOF/TAGGER information and make a more complex decision about 

the particle detected in PiP. At either of the stages the QDCs and TDCs can be 

cleared from the experiment and the detectors reset for the next event. The 

different trigger stages involved are discussed below.

2.5.3 First Level

PIP particle 
TOF particle 

PIP cosmic 
empty 

TOF flasher 
test 

Pb glass 
empty

Figure 2.8: The 1st Level, Fast Trigger

The input/output arrangements of the first level trigger are illustrated in figure 

2.8. When a signal is presented to any of the inputs of the decoder the PLU is 

latched so as not to receive any more signals while the decision is being made. 

The relevant triggers used in the data acquisition for this work are described 

below.

PLU 4508
St

1
Level Decoder

PIP particle 
TOF particle 
PIP gate/start 
TOF gate/start 
Tagger gate/start 
Activate 2nd Level 
Immediate Interrupt 
reset
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• P iP  Particle

The PiP particle trigger is derived from a coincidence between the AEstart 

and the AEp,p and E l layers. This therefore represents the detection of a 

charged particle in PiP which has originated from the target. The particle 

could be any of proton, pion or electron.

The PiP particle trigger causes QDC gates and TDC start pulses to be 

generated but an interrupt is not sent to the acquisition computer at this 

stage. The second level trigger is activated which will use pulse height 

information to make a decision about the particle type before the event is 

stored.

• P iP  cosmic

The cosmic trigger input is derived from a separate PLU which identifies a 

cosmic ray event in PiP by insisting that both the top and bottom block 

of a PiP E l, E2 or E3 layer fires. This selects events which pass near to 

the vertical through PiP, therefore making it unlikely that the event has 

originated from the target.

If a cosmic trigger is made then the PiP detector is provided with QDC and 

TDC gates and the acquisition computer is interrupted so that the event 

read out and recorded. The QDCs and TDCs are then cleared ready for 

the next event.

• Pb glass

A signal in the Pb glass input will result in the readout of its QDC and the 

Tagger focal plane being provided with TDC start pulses and gates. The 

event is then recorded by the acquisition computer before a QDC/TDC 

clear takes place.
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2.5.4 Second Level

The input/output structure of the second level trigger is shown as figure 2.9. 

The second level trigger makes a more complex decision about the the particle 

detected in PiP and also checks for a corresponding TOF hit. The logic of the 

different 2nd level triggers are discussed below.

PIP particle - 
TOFparticle - 

from 1st level decoder- 
n experiment- 

TOF-OR 
TAGGER-OR 

PIP alone - 
empty -

Figure 2.9: The 2nd Level Trigger.

• Electron Reject

It is particularly important not to record the large background of electrons 

detected in PiP. This is implemented using cuts on 2-Dimensional plots 

of the analogue sum of the pulse heights present in two consecutive PiP 

layers. Figure 2.10 shows a typical AE-E plot for the pulse height in the 

AEpip layer versus the sum of the pulse heights in the PiP E layers. The 

two ridges in the plot originate from the detection of protons and pions. 

Electrons leave small pulse heights in both layers and so would occupy the 

lower left corner of the plot. The electrons have been removed by the online 

cut which is implemented by insisting that the weighted analogue sum from

PLU 4508

(Y,pN)
coincidence

trigger

mterupt 
store event

fast clear 
no store
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Part ic le Ident i f ica t ion

180

Sum of E layer  pulse height  

Figure 2.10: A plot AEpip vs E plot indicating the particle identification.

the pulses in two chosen detector layers must exceed a fixed discriminator 

threshold of value c. This forms a diagonal cut on the plot with gradient 

-b/a where b and a are the weights (set by attenuators) applied to the 

analogue sum of each detector layer. The procedure is implemented for 3 

layer combinations in total viz. AEs<art vs. E l, AEpip vs. E l and E l vs. 

E2. If an event makes the condition in any of the combinations the event 

is retained and no electron reject trigger is made. If a particle reaches the 

E3 layer the results of the diagonal cuts are disregarded and the event is 

automatically retained to avoid the possibility of these high energy protons 

occurring below the cuts in previous layers due to foldback in the dE/E 

characteristics. The electron reject trigger is fed to the level 2 PLU which
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clears the event if the particle did not meet the requirements.

• T O F -O R

This trigger brings in the TOF hit requirement by insisting on having at 

least one signal in a gated OR of all the 96 TOF bars. This trigger removes 

a large portion (~90%) of events and therefore reduces the dead time con

siderably. The event in TOF must occur within ~400ns of the initial PiP 

trigger.

• T A G G E R -O R  The input to this trigger is fed from a gated OR of all 352 

tagger elements. At least one electron must be detected in the focal plane 

within the PiP-TAGGER coincidence window (~80ns).

The remaining second level trigger inputs are used for either test purposes or for 

the use of the PiP detector in pion detection mode.

If both the TOF/TAGGER OR triggers are made and the electron reject 

trigger is not activated an interrupt signal is sent to the data acquisition computer 

and the event is stored. The setup is then cleared ready for the next event. If 

the electron reject is activated or one of the triggers is missing then the event is 

rejected and all QDCs and TDCs are fast cleared.

2.5.5 D ata Acquisition

The acquisition system (ACQU) [48] runs on an Eltec E7 single board computer. 

The Eltec board is based on a Motorola 68040 chip which runs an OS9 operating 

system. The acquisition software controls the collection and data transfer of the 

event information from the FASTBUS and CAM AC modules. Upon receiving a 

trigger signal the digitised event is transferred using a shared I/O  memory space 

for the E7 and the CAMAC/FASTBUS crate modules.
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The acquisition process is controlled by a VAXstation situated outside the 

experimental hall. This is linked to the E7 computer via an ethernet TCP/ICP 

connection which allows the transfer of event information for storage and online 

analysis. Adjustments of the thresholds, PLU trigger conditions or target can all 

be done by remotely logging on to the E7 over the ethernet.



Chapter 3

D etector Calibrations

44
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3.1 G eneral C oncepts

All the detectors in the PiP-TOF-TAGGER setup operate using a similar method. 

A charged particle passing through the detectors’ constituent plastic scintillator 

ionises and excites molecules on or near its path. A fraction of this imparted en

ergy will be released as light due to subsequent molecular de-excitation processes. 

Photo-multiplier (PM) tubes ‘view’ the light produced and convert this infor

mation into an amplified electrical pulse. The charge contained in the pulse 

is proportional to the number of incident photons at the face of the PM tube. 

Uncharged particles can be detected from scattering processes which result in 

secondary charged particles being produced in the scintillator.

A digital measurement of the charge contained in the output pulse from the 

PM tubes is obtained from charge-to-digital convertors (QDCs) which integrate 

the signal current. Time-to-digital convertors (TDCs) provide timing information 

which allows the differences in arrival times for particles at each detector to be 

determined. This raw timing and charge information is converted into meaningful 

physical variables using calibrations described in this chapter.

The common characteristics of the component QDCs, TDCs and scintillator 

material are initially discussed in general terms, with the specific calibrations for 

each detector described in detail in the later sections.

3.1.1 QDC Properties

The signal fed to the QDC from the photomultiplier tube contains an electrical 

charge Q. The QDC integrates this pulse over a period determined by the ‘gate 

width’, (which is set to be longer than the analogue pulse) and gives an output 

equal to Q plus an offset. The offset is referred to as the pedestal and arises 

as some DC leakage current is always present in the input signal. This must
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therefore be subtracted to determine the true charge present in the input pulse, 

ie.

Q = QDC — pedestal (3-1)

During normal data acquisition a software window is applied to avoid read

ing out QDCs with no signal above the pedestal. However the position of the 

pedestals can be obtained and monitored periodically from calibration runs in 

which the QDC readout window is removed.

3 .1 .2  T D C  prop erties

The TDC is started (or stopped) once the the rising edge of the incoming sig

nal exceeds the threshold set by a leading edge discriminator. The value of the 

threshold is chosen to eliminate the effects of electronic noise and can be deter

mined from a plot of QDC spectra subject to the condition that the associated 

TDC fires (figure 3.1). The plot also shows the position of the pedestal (obtained 

from a different experimental run) relative to the threshold. For normal runs the 

QDC readout window is set at a value between the pedestal and threshold.

Pedes ta l  and Thresho ld  channe ls

p ed es ta l  c ha

eo

ADC pulse he ig h t (ch a n n e ls )

Figure 3.1: Pedestal channel and discriminator threshold.
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3.1.3 Walk correcting the TDCs

As the discriminator is not fired immediately at the start of the pulse a small 

timing correction is needed to accomodate for the fact that a large pulse will 

reach the discriminator threshold slightly faster than a small pulse (figure 3.2). 

This effect is referred to as walk and can be corrected for using a parameterisation 

based on the work of Braunschweig [49].

T ' =  T +  r - r , / ^  (3.2)
V a

T r and T  are the corrected and uncorrected time values respectively, in TDC 

channels. The threshold, do, is obtained from the data as described previously. 

The rise time r is then chosen so that the corrected time (T') is independent of 

pulse height (a).

Rise Time - r

Threshold-aO

11 time

Figure 3.2: The effect o f ‘Walk1
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3.2 G eneral D etector  P roperties

3.2.1 Light Output

A particle incident on a scintillator bar in the detector system creates light which 

will propagate through the scintillator to be viewed by the PM tubes at either 

end. The light however is attenuated by the scintillator medium so the amount 

of light the PM tubes at each end of the bar receive depends on the position of 

entry of the particle.

Assuming an exponential attenuation of the light with decay constant K then 

for a particle entering the bar at a distance x from one end:

Ll = (3.3)

l 2 = h s .  e- ( ^ )  (3.4)

Where Ldep is that part of light generated in the scintillator which is captured 

into an internal reflection mode in the bar and L\ , L 2 is the amount of light 

received at each end of a bar of length L.

Taking the geometric mean of L\ and L 2 produces a position independent 

quantity proportional to the amount of light initially deposited in the bar. ie

\jL i L2 =  =  const x Ldep (3.5)

Therefore the geometric mean of the charge contained in the PM tube signals at 

each end of a bar should also be position independent and proportional to the 

amount of light deposited in the scintillator:

Q D C  m ean ~  \ J Q \  Q 2  ~~ C O n s t  X L d e P (^*^)
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where Qi and Q2 are the charges present in the PM signals at each end of the 

bar.

However, experimentally the attenuation of the light in scintillator medium 

does not have the exact exponential characteristic assumed above and so the 

geometric mean retains a small residual position dependence, referred to as droop. 

This is corrected using a parabolic function of position, the parameters of which 

can be extracted from the experimental data.

3.2.2 Position

The hit position of the particle is determined from the difference in the arrival 

times of the light at each end of the detector bar (tdiff).

tdiff =  (T2 — Xl) -f koffaet (3*7)

Where T2 and T\ are the walk corrected times from the TDCs at each end of the 

bar and k0f f aet reflects the cable delays in the system.

A linear calibration from tdiff (ns) to position (m) is obtained by comparison 

of the extremes of the tdiff spectra with the known scintillator dimensions.

position =  +  &2 tdiff (3*8)

3.2.3 Scintillator Response And Electron Equivalent En

ergy U nits

The scintillation light created when a particle enters an organic scintillator does 

not have a completely linear relationship to the particle energy, E. This is because 

low energy particles tend to dissipate a larger fraction of their energy in the form 

of lattice vibrations and heat than those with higher energies [50].
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The magnitude of this effect is seen in Fig 3.3 which shows the light output of 

NE102A scintillator as a function of particle energy for protons and electrons [51]. 

The response to protons is seen to deviate from a linear behaviour for energies 

below ~50 MeV. The electron response however is effectively linear at this scale 

as it only deviates significantly for electron energies below ~0.1 MeV.

Response of NE102A Plastic Scintillators 
to electrons and protons

1.0

0.8

3 . 0.6

0.4

0.2

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Enerev - M eV

Figure 3.3: Scintillator response to protons and electrons

The response of the scintillator to protons can be linearised by expressing the 

proton energy in electron equivalent energy units ie. the electron energy which 

would produce the same amount of light in the scintillator as the proton.

These unit conversions are done using the parameterisations of the response 

functions by Madey et al [52].

3.2.4 Energy Loss Corrections

As the detectors are not positioned directly at the target then the energy losses 

incurred before a charged particle arrives at a detector must be corrected for. 

The air, scintillator wrappings and even the target itself will reduce the energy
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of the detected particle.

To calculate each of the energy losses the range method was used. The particle 

range (R) in a given medium can be parameterised by the expression:

R = aE1 (3.9)

where the parameters a and k are both medium and particle dependent [54]. The 

difference in range for a particle of with energies E 1 and E2 and corresponding 

ranges Ri and R 2 is given by:

x = R i — R 2 (3.10)

Rearranging the above two equations yields:

Eo — u x
E i - -

CL.
(3.11)

where E\  is the initial energy of the particle and E 2 is the energy of the particle 

after passing through a medium of width x.

3.3 Start D etector

The start detector (AEatart) is part of a segmented ring of scintillator positioned 

around and close to the target. The AEstart generates TDC start signals and 

gates for the PiP/TOF/Tagger system and so is central to the experimental 

setup. Timing signals derived from the AEstart do not however give the precise 

timing of the photon interaction at the target. The small corrections necessary 

to account for this effect are discussed below.

As the start detector is not situated at the reaction vertex any timing derived 

from the AEstart signal must be corrected for the flight time of the particle from 

the target (A tfu ght). Corrections for the different cable lengths from each start
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element to the TDC and also small variations in the physical distance of each 

element from the target must also be accounted for. Corrections for these effects 

are obtained from a TDC spectrum of one tagger element, made subject to the 

condition that a particular AEstQrt element fired (A taugn). Finally the effect of 

walk at the discriminator of each TDC is removed (A twaik) before calculating the 

total correction to the timing for the event (A t atar t ) -

Atatart =  A tfUght “1“ A twa\h A taHgn (3.12)

Application of this correction to the timing of the pulse in the AEstart, allows 

the timing of the photo absorption to be calculated:

r̂eaction ~   ̂start At start (3.13)

Plots of time from a tagger element TDC versus start detector pulse height both 

before and after correction are shown as Fig 3.4.

3.4 Tagger

The tagger provides energy and timing information on the residual electrons from 

the bremsstrahlung process. The energy is obtained from the position of the hit 

tagger element in the calibrated [55] focal plane. Each position corresponds to a 

certain energy bite (~2 MeV) of the residual electron.

Electron hits in the tagger which are correlated with signals in the reaction 

detectors form a well defined peak in each focal plane TDC. The resolution of 

this peak can be improved by applying the A t 8tar t  correction to each tagger TDC 

event. Figure 3.5 shows this corrected coincidence spectra summed over all 352 

aligned tagger elements. The flat background is due to electron hits which are 

uncorrelated with photons which caused the triggers.
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Figure 3.4: Application of the start correction to the A E start

3.5 The P iP  D etector

3.5 .1  W alk C orrection

The walk correction parameters (equation 3.2) for the PiP TDCs were taken from 

an experiment which ran immediately preceeding this measurement [56].

3 .5 .2  P osition  C alibration

The position calibration for the E l, E2 and E3 layers is obtained from observing 

their tdiff spectra whilst noting which of the four AEp.p layer elements fire [15]. 

The intersection points of these four plots correspond to the position of the joins 

between the AEp,p elements. These occur in front of known positions on each E 

bar and thus the calibration coefficients of equation 3.8 can be found.

A procedure similar to the above is employed for the calibration of the AEp,p
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Figure 3.5: Tagger time spectrum

layer except the tdiff spectra for each AEp,p element are observed whilst noting 

which of the four E l bars fire.

3 .5 .3  G ain M atch in g  and D roop

The energy distribution of cosmic muons forms a Landau distribution, the cen

troid of which can be used to provide a standard energy reference for calibration 

purposes. To improve the resolution during the calibration the obtained QDCmean 

is corrected to remove the effect of varying path lengths through a PiP bar for 

muons incident at different angles. The cosmic muon events are used to extract 

the parameters of the droop function [53] by observing the behaviour of the muon
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centroid in the (path length corrected) QDCmean spectra for successive 10mm seg

ments along each PiP bar. This is illustrated on Figure 3.6 where the plot on the 

left shows the droop function obtained for a E2 layer block. The effect of droop 

can be seen to be < ~  3%.
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Figure 3.6: Calibrating PiP using cosmic muons. The left figure shows the effect 

of droop whilst the right figure indicates the stability of a PiP PM  tube gain with 

time.

The PM tube gains are matched by observing the muon centroid position 

in the (path length and droop corrected) QDCmean spectra for each PiP bar 

[57]. The PiP gain stability is illustrated on the right figure where the mean of 

the Landau distribution for a single E l layer PM tube is plotted against time. 

The maximum variation in the gain of a PiP PM tube over the duration of the 

experiment was found to be ~5%. Therefore for each PM tube the average gain 

over the experimental period was used in the analysis.
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3.5.4 Energy Calibration

The total amount of light deposited by a proton in the PiP detector has a linear 

relation to the proton energy in electron equivalent energy units. The amount 

of light deposited is in turn proportional to the sum of the (gain matched and 

droop corrected) QDCmean signals in PiP so therefore:

TPee = constant x Light = constant x QDCmean (3*14)

where TPee is the initial energy of the proton in electron equivalent energy units.

The calibration constant is obtained using data from experimental runs using 

a deuterated polythene target, CD2 . The kinematics of the two body D(7 ,p)n 

reaction can be entirely determined from the photon energy and the angle of the 

detected proton. These two variables therefore allow determination of the energy 

of the proton at the target for each event. Energy losses are then calculated to 

find the corresponding energy (in electron equivalent units) at the front of PiP. A 

plot of the kinematically determined proton energy, T£alc (MeVee), versus the sum 

of corrected QDCmean in PiP gives a ridge from which the calibration constant 

in equation 3.14 can be obtained. Once found the constant allows the measured 

energy, T™eaa (MeVee), of each proton to be calculated.

Fig (3.7) shows a plot of T“ /c versus j'meas after the calibration has been 

completed. Background carbon events have been removed as described in section 

3.8.1.
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Figure 3.7: Calculated proton energy (MeVee) vs Measured proton energy (MeVee) 

for PiP.

3.6 T he TO F D etectors

3.6 .1  W alk C orrection

The walk parameters for each TOF bar were obtained from a separate calibration 

run which employed the TOF flasher units [58]. A variable intensity light pulse 

from an LED was fed, via optical fibres, into each PM tube while simultaneously 

producing a TDC start trigger. The walk parameters for each bar were obtained 

by examining the variation of the TDC stop time as a function of the initial fight 

intensity [59).

3 .6 .2  P o sitio n  C alibration

The vertical position calibration is obtained from the (walk corrected) tdifj spec

trum for each TOF bar, assuming the extremes of the distribution correspond to 

the ends of each bar (Fig 3.8). As each TOF bar is of known length (3m) the 

coefficients of equation 3.8 can be calculated.
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Figure 3.8: TOF vertical position calibration

The physical position of each TOF bar with reference to the target is deter

mined accurately using an ultrasound measuring device. These measurements 

in conjunction with the vertical calibration allow the flight path and angular 

information of each detected particle to be extracted.

3.7 E nergy calibration

A determination of the time of flight for the particle to travel from the target to 

TOF is necessary to obtain each particle’s energy. The TOF timing is obtained 

from the walk and start (section 3.3) corrected T DCmean. The corrected T DC mean 

is equal to the particles’ true time of flight, Ttof, within a constant, ie.
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Figure 3.9: Determination of the tzero from the gamma flash

Relativistic 
particles

Ttof — TDCmean ~ tzero (3.15)

The constant is referred to as the t zero. The tzero offset arises from the delay 

between a particle entering a TOF bar and the subsequent firing of the TDCs. 

This is mainly due to the physical lengths of cable the pulses from the PM tubes 

must travel to reach the electronics and is different for each bar.

Relativistic particles have a known flight path and velocity (~c) so a plot of 

tcai given by:

< C » ,  =  TD C mean-  fU gktvath
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will have a ‘gamma flash’ peak occurring at the value of the t zero constant. This 

is shown in Figure 3.9.

Once the time of flight of the particle is known then the energy can be calcu

lated using the expression

T  = m  "  x) M eV  (3' 17) 

where m is the rest mass of the particle and (3 =  v /c  , v being calculated from

the time of flight of the particle.

3.7.1 Gain M atching

TOF gains are matched to allow uniform application of energy thresholds and 

particle selection cuts to all the TOF bars in the setup.

The gains of all 96 TOF bars are matched by observing the ’punch through’

energy for protons. This is the minimum amount of energy needed for the protons 

to go through and leave the back of a TOF bar (~66 MeVee). The punch through 

point can be obtained from the position of the proton foldback on a plot of flight 

time per metre versus (droop corrected) QDCmean (figure 3.10).

The gains are matched by ensuring that the foldback occurs at the same point 

in the 2-D spectrum for each TOF bar.

3.7.2 Replacem ent QDC Values

The TOF detectors have a large gain to optimise detection of neutrons. Neutrons 

are detected indirectly from the release of charged particles in the scintillator 

following neutron scattering reactions. These indirect events can leave relatively 

small pulses in the detector.

A proton event in TOF produces light more directly and therefore leaves a
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Figure 3.10: Sail plot for a single TOF bar illustrating the position of the proton 

foldback at 66 MeVee.

larger signal. It is possible, for some proton events, to produce a signal which 

overflows one of the TOF QDC’s. In this situation the QDC simply outputs a 

zero value, causing the corresponding QDCmean value to be less than expected for 

a proton of that energy. As particles are distinguished in TOF using both time 

of flight and QDCmean information the overflowed QDC value must be estimated 

or the event may be misidentified.

From equations 3.3, 3.4 the QDC signals at each end of a TOF bar can be 

estimated by:

Oi =  <?, e- ( i )  (3.18)
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a2 = G2 ^  e - ( ^ )  (3.19)
z

where G\ and G2 are the gains of the two PM tubes. Assuming the gains are 

matched then the ratio of the two pulse heights can be expressed as:

a 1— — e 
cl 2

(3.20)=  e ' f r )

Taking logarithms and rearranging gives:

* = {i t ) 109 (5) + \ ( 3 - 2 1 )

= log ( j j i )  PhO + P h i  (3.22)

where PhO =  =£ and P h i = £ are constants.

These constants can be extracted using events where both a\ and a2 are 

present in the data. For each good event the position, x, predicted by equa

tion 3.22 can be compared with the position value obtained using the (walk 

corrected) TDC time difference (postdiff)- The constants can then be adjusted 

until the values predicted by the two methods are consistent.

Plots of (x — postdiff) versus postdiff for a typical TOF bar are shown both 

before and after calibration in figure 3.11. The distribution is centred about zero

by altering PhO and the gradient is adjusted to be horizontal by varying P h i.

After calibration the constants obtained can be used in equation 3.20 to predict 

the signals that should have been present in the overflowed QDC’s.

3.7.3 TOF Pulse Height Thresholds

A minimum QDCmean software threshold is applied to each TOF event in the 

data. This is to both reduce the contribution of randoms, which predominantly 

leave low pulse heights in the detectors, and to remove any possible differences
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Figure 3.11: Determining the parameters needed for the reconstruction of missing 

QDC’s

in the threshold for different bars in the TOF array. The value of the threshold 

in MeVee is required to allow a determination of the neutron detection efficiency 

to be made (section 4.6.3).

The applied QDCmean threshold (channels) is related to energy (MeVee) using 

two standard calibration points. The first is provided from data taken with an 

Am-Be source placed (sequentially) in front of each TOF stand. The source pro

vides photons of known energy (4.2 MeVee) and so the observed (gain matched) 

QDCmean can be related directly to energy. The second calibration point is ob

tained from the data using the QDCmean value from the proton foldback position, 

occurring at 66 MeVee (section 3.7.1), where the proton leaves the back of a TOF 

bar.

From a linear plot using these two points and the origin the applied QDC mean 

threshold was found to correspond to a particle energy (at the TOF bar) of 9 

MeVee.
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3.8 D etector  Perform ance

The performance and calibration of the detectors in the PiP-TOF system is 

checked using the D(7 ,pn) reaction. The kinematics of the two body reaction 

are fully determined, with only the photon energy and one of the particle angles 

needed to entirely define the final state. Comparison of measured and predicted 

values allows the energy and angular resolutions for the system to be evaluated.

3.8.1 Separating Deuterium  Events

As a deuterated polythene target CD 2 was used for these calibration runs some 

carbon background will always be evident in the data along with the deuterium 

events. To separate the two types of event the ‘Missing Energy’ can be calculated 

which in general is defined as:

jp   171 rpPiP rpT O F  rp   n  I IT1 / Q
■E'mias — -^7  -*-p -*-n  J-rec — & N N  i

where E7 is the photon energy, T PlP and T POF are the proton and neutron 

kinetic energies and Trec is the kinetic energy of the recoiling system. Sn n  is the 

separation energy of the 2 nucleons, which reflects the Q value for the reaction 

(Sn n =-Q).  As this is constant for a given reaction the missing energy gives a 

measure of the excitation energy of the residual system, Ex.

For the Deuterium events Trec and Ex are equal to zero as the D(7 ,pn) reaction 

has no recoiling system. Deuterium events will therefore form a peak in the 

missing energy distribution at 2.2 MeV (=-Q ). Figure 3.12 shows a missing energy 

plot (calculated assuming Trec =  0) for a CD2 target. Deuterium events can be 

clearly selected from this plot.
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Figure 3.12: Missing energy spectrum for CD2(i,p n ).

3.8 .2  M easured  D etec to r  R eso lu tion

The detector resolutions are determined from a comparison of the predicted and 

measured values for the relevant variables. Predictions of the energy of both 

particles coming from a deuterium event can be obtained from the photon energy 

and the angular direction of one of the particles. The neutron angle is known to 

the greatest accuracy, so this variable is used with the photon energy to determine 

the entire kinematics of each event.

The average measured energy resolution for both PiP and TOF was found to 

be 5.5 MeV for £^ =  150-700 MeV (fig 3.13). The average polar angular resolution 

of PiP was found to be 4.5° (fig 3.14).
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Figure 3.13: Average energy resolution for PiP (left) and TOF (right) for photon 

energies of 110MeV-700 MeV. The Gaussian fits give crmeaaured (Tp) =  5.5 M eV  
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3.8 .3  Intrinsic D etec to r  R eso lu tion

The variables E1 and 9n also have an associated error which consequently pro

duces an uncertainty in all predicted values. This effect of this is unfolded to 

obtain the intrinsic resolution of a variable, criritrinsici ie.

&intrinsic \J ̂  measured ^predicted (3.24)

where crmeaaured is the resolution of the variable when compared to the predicted 

value and crprechcted is the error present in the predicted value itself.
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Figure 3.14: Average PIP angular resolution for photon energies of llOMeV- 

700MeV. The Gaussian fit gives <xmeasured (6p) = 4-5°

The error in E7 is 2 MeV, determined from the width of each tagger element 

in the focal plane. The error in 6n is defined by the 20cm width of each TOF 

bar which, over an average flight path of 5m, corresponds to a resolution of ~  2°. 

The propagation of these errors onto the prediction of a variable x is given by:

p re d ic te d (*) = +
dx
w n

a (3.25)

This is used with the measured resolution in equation 3.24 to calculate the in

trinsic resolution of the variable.

The overall resolution for the whole detector system is obtained from the 

width of the deuterium peak in the (7D2(75Pn) missing energy spectrum. This 

was found to be 8 MeV (FWHM). The intrinsic energy and angle resolutions are 

summarised in table 3.1.
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Detector Particle Quantity Acceptance Resolution(FWHM)

Tagger 7 e 7 110 MeV—>700 MeV 2 MeV

E p 31 MeV—>290 MeV 5.2 MeV

PIP proton <>p 78° ->153° CO o

E„ > 19.0 MeV 5.2 MeV

TOF neutron 146.0° -> 206.0°(max) - 1°

On 36.7° ->142.0° - 2.0°

Combined F m iss - 8 MeV

Table 3.1: Summary of detector performance over the photon energy range 110 
MeV-700 M eV .
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Photons incident on a nucleus have an energy dependent probability of being 

removed from the flux, given by the total photoabsorption cross section aABS(E1). 

This cross section is a measure of the probability of a photoreaction occuring 

with any possible reaction mechanism producing any corresponding particles in 

the flnal state.

Analysis of reaction data involves separating this total cross section into differ

ent final state channels according to what is visible in the detectors. The present 

work concentrates on the (7 , 2N)  and (7 , SN) reaction channels which require 

methods of selecting both protons and neutrons in the final state.

Each measurement must be corrected for the effects of particle detector effi

ciencies and the contribution of random and background events to calculate the 

true yield. This, along with knowledge of the photon flux from the tagger, allows 

the visible cross sections to be calculated.

4.1 P roton  Selection  in P iP

The conventional method of selecting protons from a AE vs E plot (figure 2.10 

is not ideal as the positioning of the cut around the curved locus of protons is 

somewhat subjective. It is also difficult to distinguish and remove particles which 

have undergone inelastic reactions with the scintillator medium.

A more systematic approach using a range method of particle separation is 

employed for this work. For each proton or pion event the energy of the particle 

at the reaction vertex is determined in two ways.

• M easured Energy

The energy of the particle at the front of PiP is calculated from the total 

light produced (including corrections for energy lost in the dead layers). 

The corresponding energy of the particle at the reaction vertex is then
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Figure 4.1: Plots of Ej f j j  versus for protons stopping in PiP layers E l

(top figure) and E2 (bottom figure)

calculated using the range method to take account of energy loss in the air, 

AE detectors and the target. This gives Emeas.

• C alculated  Energy

The calculated energy is obtained using only the light produced in the layer 

where the particle stopped. The vertex energy is then obtained by simply 

using the range method alone to calculate the energy losses of the particle 

back to the target. This gives Ecaic.

The difference between the two quantities, £^,7/ , is calculated for each particle 

type, ie.

JPP   Z7>P JPP
d i f f  calc  meats (4.1)
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e £ „  =  *w e -  E t a. (4.2)

Plots of Etfff  versus are shown in Fig 4.1. Figure 4.1a show events

where the proton stops in the E l layer and fig 4.1b shows events where the proton 

stops in the E2 layer.

Protons can be seen to centre around and pions around

The region containing events which have undergone inelastic reactions in the 

scintillator is also indicated on the plot. Simple vertical and horizontal cuts can 

be applied (figure 4.1) to separate unambiguously the protons used in the analysis 

from pions and events where protons have suffered inelastic losses.

4.2 R elevant AEtof Selection

The segmentation of the rings of TOF side scintillation detectors (A E to fi and 

AF1TOF2) (figure 2.4) for this experiment allows the determination of the charge 

of each particle in TOF to be made on an event by event basis. This offers 

the advantage that multiparticle events in TOF can be separated and analysed 

according to their charge.

The charged/uncharged distinction of an individual TOF hit is determined 

from whether the appropriate AE t o f  elements, lying on the path of the particle 

from the target, have fired. The relevant scintillator elements for each TOF bar 

are not found uniquely from considering the experimental geometry. The finite 

beam spot size at the target and also scattering of particles by the elements 

themselves can lead to particles firing TOF bars which are not on the straight 

fine path from the target centre through a AE^of*

The selection is therefore obtained from the data, using events having only 

one particle hit in the entire TOF array. The pattern of hits observed in the inner
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AE t o f i  and outer AExoF2 rings for a hit in each individual TOF bar is used to 

extract the relevant elements on the path to the TOF bar. Each TOF bar was 

usually found to be fed by one A E x o f i  (and corresponding A E x o f 2 ) element. 

However, TOF bars which covered polar angles near to the joins in the A Ex o f  

ring required the inclusion of more elements.

For an event to be assigned as uncharged no ADC signal must be present 

in the relevant element(s) of the inner or outer A E x o f  rings. Charged events 

are identified using the same information but requiring at least one TDC signal 

(ie at least one ADC signal above the TDC threshold) present in the relevant 

element(s) of both rings.

4.3 T he Effect o f  D ouble T O F stands

The TOF stands used in this experiment are positioned in groups of two, placed 

directly behind each other (figure 2.7). This increases the efficiency for the de

tection of neutrons but also results in other effects which need to be accounted 

for.

• Charged Particle Tracking Following N eutron D etection

Neutrons incident on a TOF stand are detected when they release charged 

particles, mainly protons, in the scintillator. If this interaction takes place 

in a front stand there is a ~  20% chance that the scattered particle will 

go on to fire another TOF element in the second layer. Events of this 

type are identified by noting each uncharged hit in a front layer of TOF. 

A subsequent hit in the second layer in a bar either directly behind or 

immediately to the left or right of the front hit is assumed to come from a 

subsequent scattered particle. This hit in the second layer is then removed 

from the analysis.
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• Proton D etection

Protons with sufficient energy can punch through the first layer of TOF 

detectors and leave a large enough signal to also fire an element of the 

second layer. If uncorrected this would cause double counting of high energy 

TOF events. Each charged hit in a front layer of TOF is therefore noted. 

A subsequent hit in the second layer, in a bar either immediately behind 

or to the left or right of the front hit, is assumed to originate from the 

same proton. The second layer timing information is ignored but the extra 

information available from the pulse height is retained. This is added to the 

front TOF bar to provide improved pulse height resolution and to optimise 

the proton/pion separation in the particle selection.

The energy of the proton is calculated from the time of flight obtained from 

the front layer hit.

4.3.1 Corrections for dead TOF bars

Four of the TOF bars used in the experiment were faulty and so are removed from 

the analysis completely. This causes different complications according to whether 

the dead bar is in a front or back layer and whether the particle is charged or 

uncharged. These corrections are discussed in Appendix A.

4.4 N eu tron  selection  in  T O F

Fig 4.2 shows a TOF bar TD C mean spectrum for particles identified as being 

uncharged. The sharp peak is produced from the ‘gamma flash’ of electrons 

and photons produced in atomic scattering in the target. These events do not 

deposit enough energy to fire an ADC in the AE t o f  layers and so are assumed
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to be uncharged. These events are irrelevant to the present measurement and are 

rejected by the minimum prompt TDCmean limit.

The maximum prompt TDCmean limit is taken at a point where the number 

of counts does not exceed that of the random background. This cut can be 

quite loose as the effect of random events included in the ‘prompt’ region will be 

subtracted at a later stage.
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Figure 4.2: Single TOF bar TD Cmean spectra for particles identified as being 

uncharged.
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Figure 4.3: Proton selection in TOF

4.4.1 P ro to n  se lection  in T O F

A plot of flight time per metre versus total QDCmean in TOF for charged particles 

is shown as Fig 4.3. The plot includes the QDCmeari addition for particles which 

fire both layers (section 4.3).

Protons, deuterons and pions give characteristic ‘sail’ loci on this plot. Heavier 

particles have a smaller velocity for the same energy so the loci occur from left to 

right in order of increasing particle mass. Pions deposit relatively small amounts 

of energy in the scintillator due to the effect of their relativistic velocities. The 

faint proton foldback (starting at QDCmean ~60) originates from protons which 

pass through (and are detected) in the front TOF layer without leaving a signal in
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the back layer. The events constitute a small fraction (<4%) of the total proton 

yield and are primarily due to the slightly larger solid angle coverage of the front 

TOF layers.

Protons are selected on an event by event basis using the software cuts indi

cated by the solid lines on the plot.

4.4.2 Proton Energy loss corrections

The measured energy of the proton at TOF is basically a measure of the average 

energy of the particle over the flight path from the target to the detector. To 

obtain the kinetic energy of the proton at the target the energy losses in the 

target, air and scintillators are calculated using the range method [60].

4.5 T he subtraction  o f random  even ts

Random events are hits in any of the PIP, TOF or TAGGER scintillators which 

are not associated with the event which caused the trigger. As they are not cor

related in time with the reaction the randoms form a flat continuous background 

on the TDC spectra.

The TDC readout gate is wide enough to record a sample of randoms away 

from the prompt correlated region. These events are analysed in the same way as 

the prompt events but are incremented in the final spectra with an appropriate 

negative weight factor. This removes the effect of random events occurring in the 

selected prompt region.

4.5.1 Tagger randoms

Figure 4.4 is a (walk and start corrected) tagger timing spectrum showing the 

selection of prompt and random regions. An event which occurs in the (shaded)
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prompt region is assigned a weight value of 1. Events occurring in the random 

regions are also analysed but with a negative weight factor which is scaled to 

account for the different widths of the prompt and random regions, ie.

U re g io n  ~  + 1 . 0 P R O M P T (4.3)

LU
1.0 x A Tprompt

reg ion R A N D O M (4.4)
AT/ii -f A T r2 4- A T r3

where ATprompt is the width of the prompt region and AT^i, AT/?2, A Tr3 are the 

respective widths of each of the three random regions.
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Figure 4.4: Tagger randoms subtraction
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4.5.2 TOF randoms subtraction for uncharged events 

• (7 ,2*0

A flat continuous random background is also present in the uncharged 

TDCmean spectra for each TOF bar. The chosen prompt and random re

gions for the uncharged events are shown on Fig 4.2.

The sample of TOF randoms cannot be directly scaled and subtracted in 

a fashion similar to the Tagger case. This is as the maximum attainable 

width of the random region is always smaller than that of the prompt. 

Scaling the random samples and subtracting from the prompt would result 

in ‘graininess’ in the resultant spectra.

To avoid this a different approach is employed than described previously. 

Each event which occurs in a random region is subtracted in multiple with 

appropriate offsets to effectively create a random sample of comparable 

width to the prompt. This is achieved by firstly taking the measured 

TDCmean of the observed random event and applying an offset to calcu

late what the value of the TDCmean would be if the start of the random 

and prompt regions were coincident, ie. The left hand edge of the random 

region was coincident with the left hand edge of the prompt region. A se

ries of pseudo events are then created with each successive TDCmean being 

offset by a factor equal to the random region width, until the TDCmean ex

tends beyond the prompt region. Each of these pseudo events are analysed 

separately with a weight factor o f - 1/2 to accommodate the fact that the 

process will be repeated for a second random region.

.  (7 ,3 AT)

The above method of random subtraction is only employed for uncharged 

TOF events in the (7 , 2^ )  analysis. For the (7 , 3AT) analysis no TOF
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random subtraction is made. The total random contribution to the yield 

for each final charge state in the (7 ,3N )  measurement is discussed in section 

4.10.

4.5.3 TOF randoms subtraction for charged events 

• (7 ,2 * )

The contribution of randoms in the charged TOF channel is significantly 

smaller than the uncharged channel. This is due to both the higher detec

tion efficiency for charged particles and the AE t o f  hit requirement. The 

level of the contribution to the final yield can be estimated from the random 

region on figure 4.3. By sampling the events beyond the deuteron locus the 

random contribution is estimated to be ~ 1% of the total proton yield and 

is therefore neglected.

.  (7 , 3N )

Charged events in the analysis are also expected to have a small

random contribution. The total random contribution to the yield for each 

final charge state is discussed in section 4.10.

4.6 D etector  efficiencies

4.6.1 Tagging Efficiency

Tagging efficiency has been described previously in section 2.3.2. Figure 4.5 shows 

a plot of the measured tagging efficiency as a function of photon energy [61]. A 

slight energy dependence is observed due to the fact that the divergence of the 

photon beam decreases with increasing energy, allowing a larger portion of the 

flux to pass through the collimator.
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Figure 4.5: Tagging Efficiency as a function of Photon energy

4.6 .2  P ro to n  efficiency in P iP

The proton selection method, described in section 2.3.2, removes events which 

have undergone inelastic reactions in the scintillator. The remaining yield must 

therefore be weighted to account for the lost events. The weights are extracted 

from a GEANT [62] simulation of protons incident on the PiP detector. Figure 

4.6 shows a plot of the obtained proton detection efficiency, ejyy, as a function of 

the incident proton energy.

Each PiP proton event is therefore given a weight:

1
W«// =  - J -  eeJJ

(4.5)

4.6 .3  N eu tro n  efficiency

The detection of neutrons in TOF relies on neutron scattering reactions which 

produce charged particles in the final state. It is these charged particles, mainly
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Figure 4.6: Proton efficiency as a function of proton enerqy, calculated usinq a 
GEANT [62] simulation

protons, that create the molecular excitations necessary to produce light. The 

TOF event is analysed if the value of the resultant QDCmean exceeds the applied 

pulse height threshold, equivalent to 9 MeVee.

The neutron detection efficiency is determined using the STANTON [63] 

Monte Carlo code. This models the different possible neutron scattering reac

tions in the scintillator and predicts the resultant light produced. The predicted 

efficiency as a function of energy for neutrons incident perpendicular to a single 

50mm thick TOF bar with a pulse height threshold of 9MeVee is shown as Fig 

4.7.

The effective thickness of a TOF bar however, is dependent on the neutrons 

angle of approach. The efficiency must therefore be modified to account for 

variations of path length in the scintillator, which gives e'bar
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Figure 4.7: Neutron Efficiency as a function of Neutron energy for pulse height 
threshold of 9 Me Vee

e L  =  t4'6)sin[(p)

Where (f) is the azimuthal angle of approach of the neutron.

The TOF detectors in the experiment consist of two layers of scintillator. The 

corrected efficiency of one bar must therefore be modified to predict the total 

efficiency for a detector two bars deep ( e t o t a i ) according to the relation:

Z t o ta l  ~  4 a r  +  6 6 a r ( l  “  4 a r )  ( 4 - 7 )

This takes into account the fact that the neutrons detected in the first layer will

be removed from the flux incident on the second layer.

Each neutron hit in TOF is therefore weighted by a factor j where:
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4.7  M ultip le  H its

Multiple hits can occur in any of the elements in the PiP-TOF-Tagger system. 

The multiple hits are analysed as subevents in the data analysis, with each 

subevent analysed separately in exactly the same way as a single hit event. The 

total number of subevents is given by the product of the multiplicities in each 

detector ie.

Nsubevent — ^ P iP  • -ATOF  • A Tagger ( ^ ’^ )

• T&gger sub events

For each PiP trigger the tagger focal plane will usually contain more than 

one hit. Each of these is treated as a separate subevent with its appropriate 

energy and weight. For each hit a weight, u)Ta" er, is calculated.

tagger ±  _ J _   *-- t  (4 .1 0 )
* Ne(i) elag(i) r'°'°n ( 1

N e(i) is the total number of electrons detected in the tagger channel (i). 

This factor unfolds the effect of the inherent bremsstrahlung distribution of 

the photon energies. The electron hits are related to the number of photons 

which reach the target by the tagging efficiency etag{i)- The number of 

tagger channels in the chosen photon energy range is given by x and is also 

divided out. Finally the weight R egion  applied to the event to account 

for whether the tagger hit is in a prompt or a random region.

• TOF subevents - (7 , 2N )  analysis

All uncharged hits in TOF are weighted to compensate for the neutron de

tection efficiency, A minimum neutron energy threshold of 19 MeV
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is applied to each uncharged event to avoid regions where the neutron ef

ficiency —► 0 (see figure 4.7). Different weights also apply according to 

whether the uncharged event originates from a prompt or random region 

of the TDCmean spectrum. The weights applied to subevents in TOF are 

therefore:

wT0F = u,"f f  . < 9i(m U N C H A R G E D  (4.11)

wT0F =  1.0 C H A R G E D  (4.12)

Charged events in TOF are all given weight values of 1.

• T O F subevents - (7 , 3N )  analysis

As the ratio of three particle to two particle hits in TOF was found to 

be <5% for all channels the contribution of these subevents was neglected 

to simplify the analysis. These events were analysed using the two most 

forward angled TOF hits, which make the required final charge state, and 

neglecting the third. The effect of this approximation to the final yield is 

included in the quoted systematic error.

As no TOF random subtraction is made for the (7 , 3N) analysis each neu

tron is weighted only for the detection efficiency (ie. ion= l  for all 

events). As in the (7 , 2AT) analysis the minimum neutron energy require

ment of 19 MeV is applied to each uncharged event.

• P iP  sub events

Only single hit events are analysed in PiP. This is as the detector is not 

highly segmented which leads to difficulties when attempting to analyse
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multiple hits. Each single proton hit is weighted in the analysis to account 

for the reduction in yield due to hadronic reaction losses in the scintillator.

PiP    . ,pU) = CJeff (4.13)

The total combined weight applied to each subevent is given by:

^subevent _  ^Tagger _ J T O F  _ ^ P iP  (4.14)

4.8 Background Subtractions

A proportion of the recorded events will not come from photon absorption in the 

target but from reactions with the nuclei in the surrounding air. This contribution 

can be evaluated using data from runs where the target is removed. The target 

out data is analysed in exactly the same way as that with the target present. The 

resultant spectra can then be subtracted directly from the target in spectra.

The average contribution of background events to the yield was found to be 

~  4.5%.

4.9 D erivation O f T he Cross Section

The observed yield from any particular reaction channel, after correction by the 

weighting factors described previously, is simply related to the cross section a.

Yield = n target <r (4-15)

Where ntarget is number of target nuclei per unit area.

^target — ^ A  • Pn /  A (4.16)
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with pn being the target mass per unit area normal to the photon beam, N a is 

Avagadro’s number and A is the atomic number of the target nucleus.

As the target is placed at a known angle, 0, to the photon beam pn can be 

related to the measured density, p, by:

*  =  ± >  ( 4 j , )

4.10 S ta tistica l U ncerta in ties

The calculation of the statistical errors of any histogrammed result must take 

into account the weight analysis used to obtain it. For each histogram bin the 

total contents, W, is the sum of the weights for all the events not the number of 

events themselves.

N

w = J2w°ubevent C4-1̂ )
i=i

Where u;?ubevent represents the weight of each subevent and and N is the total 

number of subevents. The associated statistical error, aw, is given by:

<tw = \
N  2

( w s*teventj (4 .i9)
1 =  1

For the case where all weights are equal to one the statistical error can be 

seen to reduce to the more familiar y/~N relation.

4.11 S ystem atic  U ncerta in ties

The sources of systematic error present in the measurement of the (7 , 2AT) and 

(7 , 3N )  cross sections are each discussed below.
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Figure 4.8: Sail plots illustrating the level of TOF random contamination in the 

^7,3N ) yield. The proton and neutron spectra for the (~l,ppn) yield are sepa

rated and shown in (a) and (b) respectively. The proton/neutron yields from the 

(/1 ,ppp)/(~tiPnn) channels are shown in figures (c) and (d).

• Tagging Efficiency - Uncertainties in the tagging efficiency measurement 

arise from the statistical fluctuations in the value obtained for each tagger 

channel. The average uncertainty over the range of photon energies used in 

the experiment was found to be ~  1.5%.

• P ro to n  Efficiency - Systematic errors in the proton efficiency occur due 

to the uncertainties in the removal of the hadronic loss events. Separating 

the hadronic loss events from the proton events introduces an estimated
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systematic uncertainty of ~2.5%.

• N e u tro n  Efficiency - The authors of the STANTON Monte Carlo code 

quote an uncertainty of ~  5% in the predicted neutron efficiency.

• T O F  P artic le  Selection - A systematic uncertainty occurs due to some 

contamination of charged events in the neutron channel. This uncertainty 

is estimated to be <~5% . The contamination of neutrons in the proton 

channel is negligible due to the low efficiency for the detection of neutrons. 

This can be seen in figure 4.3 where little strength is observed below the 

proton locus.

• T arge t D ensity  - Systematic errors occur in the weighing and measuring 

of the graphite target as well as in the determination of the target angle 

with respect to the beam. The uncertainty in the target angle is reduced by 

employing a computer controlled stepping motor. All these contributions 

are estimated to contribute to the uncertainty at a < 1% level.

• T O F  random s for (7 ,3N )  - No TOF random subtraction was made for 

the (7 ,3N )  data due to the more complicated 3N final state. Although this 

means the analysis is less detailed the random contamination can be esti

mated from the yield occurring in the ‘sail plot’ spectra beyond the prompt 

particle region for each particle detected in TOF. Conditions are applied 

as for the final cross section except the maximum time per metre cuts have 

been removed to allow random events to be observed in the spectra. For 

protons this requires the removal of the proton/deuteron cut (figure 4.3) 

and for neutrons removing the 19 MeV minimum energy requirement.

A sail plot for events comprising the three final charge states are shown 

on figure 4.8 for E7=150-700 MeV. Figures 4.8a and 4.8b show the sail
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plot spectra from the 12C(j,ppn)  yield, for the (TOF detected) proton and 

neutron respectively. The random contribution to the proton channel can 

be seen to be small accounting for ~<1%  of the prompt region. The neu

tron channel, as expected, shows larger contamination from randoms at the 

~<10% level. This relatively low level of contamination is achieved due to 

the application of the QDCmean threshold, which reduced the contribution 

of randoms to the neutron channel by a factor of ~4.

Figure 4.8c shows the sail plot spectra for the protons comprising the 

12C(7 ,ppp) yield illustrating the low random contamination of ~ 2%. As 

expected the 12C(7 ,pnn) channel (figure 4.8d) shows the largest influence 

from random events, although the QDCmean threshold reduces their contri

bution by a factor of ~5 to ~14%.

• R ejec tion  o f (7 ,4 N )  even ts - For the (7 ,3N )  analysis the small percent

age of 4N events (<5%) were analysed as 3N events, by taking the two most 

forward angled TOF particles which gave an event with the required final 

charge state. This will create an uncertainty in the yield for all the (7 ,3N )  

channels of < ~ 10% due to the two possible subevents removed from the 

analysis.

The systematic uncertainties in the (7 ,pp) and (7 ,pn) measurements are therefore 

estimated to be ~4% and ~ 8% respectively. The (7 ,ppp), (~f,ppn) and (7 ,^7171) 

cross sections are estimated to have higher uncertainties of ~11%, ~17% and 

20% respectively.
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The experimental results are presented in the form of ‘visible’ cross sections 

defined simply as the portion of the cross section which is visible in the PiP/TO F 

detectors, covering solid angles of ~ 1.1 sr and ~0.79 sr respectively. A direct 

comparison of the data with theoretical models can be made by filtering the results 

of the calculations through a simulation of the detector setup, which includes the 

angular acceptances and thresholds of each detector. Although the visible cross 

section does not give a measure of the total cross section it avoids the need for 

model dependent extrapolations into regions of phase space not covered by the 

detectors.

The measured (7 , 2N)  and (7 , 3N)  visible cross sections are presented after 

separation into their different final charge states. Experimentally a proton must 

be detected in PiP to make the trigger so this allows the (7 ,pn), (7 ypp), (/y ippn)i 

(7 , ppp) and (7 ,pnn) reactions to be studied independently and compared with 

theoretical predictions.

5.1 T he ( 7 , 2 N )  R eactions

The data obtained for the (7 , 2N )  reactions are separated into two kinematic 

regions according to the polar angle of the TOF particle (6 t o f )• The first region 

Qt o f  = 36.7° — 71° (corresponding to stands C-F on figure 2.7), covers a

region of the phase space which includes ‘quasi-deuteron kinematics’ ie. those 

TOF angles corresponding in two body kinematics to proton angles covered by 

PiP. This is referred to as the ‘quasi-deuteron’ region (QD). The second region, 

covering Qt o f  =  78° — 142°, samples phase space away from QD kinematics and 

is referred to as the ‘NON Quasi-Deuteron’ region (NQD).

The (7 ,2N )  cross sections are presented as a function of variables which might 

be expected to show sensitivity to different underlying reaction mechanisms. The
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excitation of the residual system after the interaction is indicated by the missing 

energy (E m)

jp   jp rpPiP rpTOF rp / r  i \
JL/m ~  -E'-f ~  J-N l ~  1 N2 ~  1 rec t 0 *1 /

where E 7 is the incident photon energy and T ^\p  and T ™ F are the energies of

the two detected nucleons. Trec is the energy the recoiling (A-2) system must 

have to balance the (measured) photon and nucleon momenta. This is calculated 

from the momentum balance of the reaction (see equation 5.3 below). Due to the 

large mass of the recoil it corresponds to (typically) small kinetic energies, ie. a 

few MeV or less.

The missing energy describes the amount of energy which is not measured or 

accounted for by the known final state. For a direct 2N emission reaction the 

missing energy will be determined by the separation energy of the 2 nucleons 

( S n n ) plus any excitation of the residual nucleus ( E x):

Em — Sn n  +  Ex (5.2)

Processes which involve more than two nucleons or FSI processes will generally 

populate regions of high E m.

The missing momentum (P m) is calculated simply from the momentum of the 

photon and the two detected nucleons.

Pfn =  P 7 — P  N1 — P  N2  (5.3)

For a direct 2N emission process the obtained missing momentum gives a direct 

measurement of the momentum of the recoiling nucleus. Assuming the residual 

nucleus is a spectator to the reaction its momentum can be related to the initial 

momentum (P) of the nucleon pair (—P m =  P ). Any FSI or additional particles
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involved in the reaction will generally result in more momenta being given to the 

recoiling system with consequently larger values of P m.

The direction that the recoiling system must have to balance the photon and 

nucleon momenta is also derived (9rec). As the beam is unpolarised the <f)rec 

variable is not expected to give any information about the physics of the reaction. 

For a direct 2N emission process 9rec reflects the direction of the nucleon pair 

impair) at the time of the interaction. ( — 6rec =  9pair) and is expected to have 

an isotropic distribution. Processes which involve more than two particles or FSI 

will alter the distribution of 9rec.

5.2 C om parisons w ith  th e  V alencia m od el

The Valencia model (VM) developed by Carrasco, Oset et al. [40] gives a com

prehensive comparison with the data as it predicts the contributions of all the 

main reaction mechanisms which contribute to the (7 , 2N )  cross section. Tak

ing advantage of the Monte Carlo structure of the VM its predictions are easily 

separated into components according to the different initial photon interaction 

mechanism and whether the interacting particle(s) undergo FSI with the residual 

system. Each component is presented using the colour coding defined in figure

5.1.

As the Valencia model uses a nuclear m atter approximation the predicted 

nucleon energies do not respect the reaction Q values of real nuclei. The missing 

energies obtained for each process thus start at 0 MeV. To compare directly with 

the data 8 MeV is subtracted from the predicted energy of each emitted nucleon 

before any observables are calculated. This value was found to give the correct 

average binding energy for direct 2N emission [29]. Previous comparisons [65] 

have also shown that this simple correction gives agreement with the data for a
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Colour  Coding for  VM Predic t ions  

2N

2N +  FSI 

3N

3N +  FSI 

N7\ +ABS 

Nn (n em i t t ed )

NNn+ABS 

NNn (n  em i t te d )

Figure 5.1: Colour coding used to present the different initial photon interaction 
and FSI components of the Valencia model predictions.

range of photonuclear reactions and is as good as more complex formulae.

The measured missing energy distributions for the (7 ,^71) and (7 ,pp) reactions 

in the QD/NQD kinematics are compared with the Valencia model in figures 5.2 

to 5.5. The data are presented for 8 photon energy bins covering the energy range 

E 1 = 150 — 700 MeV. Data points are plotted beyond the high E rn threshold, 

which is imposed by the energy acceptances of the PiP and TOF detectors. In 

this region the visible cross section is necessarily zero and the data points do not 

represent actual experimental measurements.

5.2.1 T he ( 7 , p n )  reaction

For the (7 ,pn) reaction in QD kinematics (figure 5.2) the data shows the charac

teristic peak, near to the reaction threshold energy, corresponding to the residual 

nucleus being left in or near its ground state after the reaction. This is attributed 

to the detection of the two nucleons ejected after a direct 2N absorption of the 

photon on a proton neutron pair (quasi-deuteron). The direct 2N process be

comes less important as E7 increases with contributions from other more complex
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Figure 5.2: Missing energy distributions for the V2C (~f,pn) reaction in QD kine
matics compared with the predictions of the Valencia model.
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Figure 5.3: Missing energy distributions for the UC ( l ,p n )  reaction in NQD kine
matics compared with the predictions of the Valencia model.
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processes giving large amounts of strength in regions of higher Em. The contri

bution from low Em events at the higher photon energies is however influenced 

by the upper detection thresholds of the detectors.

The Valencia model predictions describe the data well for photon energies 

below ~250 MeV. As expected for these low photon energies the Em < 70 MeV 

region is shown to be dominated by direct 2N absorption with higher missing 

energies being populated by final state interactions of the outgoing nucleons, 

with lesser contributions from the 3Ndirec*(-fFSI) channels.

As the photon energy increases into the region of the A resonance the N7r with 

subsequent 7r absorption (Ntt+ABS) contribution is predicted to become increas

ingly important to the overall cross section. The model starts to overestimate the 

experimental data in this region. The predicted bump in the cross section due 

to opening of the 7r emitted channels (predominantly from initial N7T with the 

pion emitted after scattering) is evident in the data for E7 =350-400 MeV. For 

higher photon energies the only major contribution originates from initial 7r pro

duction channels. The jE?7 >500 MeV data is however already overestimated by 

the Valencia model without the inclusion of the 2 tv processes discussed in section

1.4.1.

Data from the NQD kinematics (Fig 5.3) in the Em <70 MeV region show a 

marked reduction in the contribution of the direct 2N process, with the peak a 

factor of ~2  less for the lowest E1 range and rapidly decreasing to a factor of ~  10 

less for 2£y ~300 MeV. The magnitude of the 2N process diminishes with photon 

energy at a faster rate than in the QD region due to the momentum of the initial 

pair in the nucleus being restricted to successively larger values when the particles 

are viewed in the more extreme kinematics. The cross section has little low Em 

contribution above E7 ~500 MeV, although again this will be influenced by the 

experimental detection thresholds. The kinematic restriction of 2N processes in
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these kinematics thus amplifies the relative importance of other channels to the 

observed yield.

The Valencia model can be seen to reproduce the main features of the data, 

even in the more unusual kinematics, but gets the strength wrong in some Em 

regions. The predicted reduction in the magnitude of the (low Em) 2N process 

is in good agreement with the data for all photon energies. The more backward 

angle TOF coverage shows increased sensitivity to 2N+FSI contributions which 

is relevant to the more detailed investigations of direct 2N processes examined in 

the next section.

A greater sensitivity to the 3NrfireCf(+FSI) processes is also observed in the 

NQD region although the strength of the N7T+ABS channel means the 3Ntfireci(+FSI) 

process is not predicted to dominate for any Em region. For photon energies 

through the A resonance the N7T+ABS process is again predicted to become in

creasingly important to the cross section. The overestimation of the data observed 

in the corresponding QD region is also observed here. Above 500 MeV, where 

some excess may be expected to be observed in the data due to 27r production, 

the model gives good agreement.

Previous comparisons [64, 29] with the Valencia model have given better agree

ment for the strength of the (7 ,pra) channel than this work, although the previous 

comparisons were averaged over much larger photon energy bins. These measure

ments were also taken with the PiP detector covering the more central proton 

angles (50° —130°) and so this may indicate that the angular distributions of some 

of the processes included in the theory do not reflect the experimental results.

5.2.2 The (7 , p p )  reaction

The data obtained for the (7 ,pp) channel in the QD region are shown in Fig 

5.4. The Em <  70 MeV yield is seen to be an order of magnitude down on the
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Figure 5.4: Missing energy distributions for the l2C (y ,pp )  reaction in QD kine
matics compared with the predictions of the Valencia model. The VM predictions 
have been divided by a factor 3.5.
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Figure 5.5: Missing energy distributions for the V2C (~f,pp) reaction in NQD kine
matics compared with the predictions of the Valencia model. The VM predictions 
have been divided by a factor 3.5.
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corresponding (y,pn) yield, due primarily to the reduction of the 2N contribution 

caused by the the suppression of meson exchange currents for the T=1 pp pair. 

The low Em yield is observed to diminish rapidly and to essentially disappear 

when the photon energy reaches ~500 MeV. The (7 ,pp) data will however show 

a greater influence from detector thresholds than (7 ,pn) due to the maximum 

energy of ~230 MeV at which TOF can be used for proton detection due to the 

proton/pion separation cut (figure 4.3). The resulting depression of the low E m 

yield means that a larger fraction of the visible cross section originates from high 

Em components than in the corresponding (7 ,pn) channel.

The predictions of the Valencia model shown on the figure have been re

duced by a factor of 3.5 in order to reduce the discrepancy between it and the 

data. A similar factor was found necessary to compare with the previous (7 ,pp) 

experimental measurements at Mainz [29, 64, 65] and Saskatchewan [66]. The 

importance of the 2N+FSI channel to the predicted (7 ,pp) yield (originating pri

marily from initial (7 ,pn) with a charge exchange FSI) is evident for lower photon 

energies. The Ntt+ABS channel, however, again becomes the dominant process 

as the photon energies pass through the A resonance. Above i?7=400MeV the 

scaling factor of 3.5 no longer produces agreement with the data, implying that 

the overestimation of the data by the model is photon energy dependent. This 

observation is consistent with ref. [64, 29, 65].

The experimental results for the (7 ,pp) channel in the NQD kinematics are 

shown in figure 5.5. The cross section for the low Em region can be seen to be a 

factor of ~  5 down on the corresponding QD data due to kinematic restrictions on 

the initial (2N) pair momenta. The relative contribution of high Em components 

decreases by a smaller factor (~ 2) due to the wider angular distribution of these 

processes. Above 500 MeV the measured cross section is seen to originate entirely 

from the higher E m components.
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The predictions of the Valencia model in the NQD region shown in figure 5.5 

have been reduced by the same factor of 3.5 as applied to the QD region results. 

The relative reduction in the contribution of direct 2N absorption in going from 

the QD to the NQD kinematics is reasonably well described by the Valencia 

model with the 2N process predicted to make up only a small part of the cross 

section for photon energies around the A resonance. The relative proportion of 

the 2N+FSI process is similar for both kinematic regions although the strength 

is distributed over a wider range of E m for the NQD case. This indicates that 

a lot of the strength comes from an initial 2N absorption, originating nearer to 

the QD kinematics, followed by a hard final state interaction which gives a lot of 

energy to the residual nucleus therefore smearing the Em over a wider range.

The overestimation of the (j,pp )  data by the VM is somewhat greater for the 

NQD kinematics than for the QD kinematics therefore indicating the discrepancy 

is angle dependent. The photon energy dependence of these discrepancies look 

similar in both kinematic regions.

5.3 C om parisons o f  th e  low E m  regions w ith  th e  

2N  m od el

The contribution of direct 2N mechanisms are calculated in the Valencia model 

from an initial Fermi gas distribution of nucleon energies, which therefore does 

not take into account the shell structure of a real nucleus. Although this approx

imation allows an estimate of the overall strength of the 2N process it does not 

permit a detailed interpretation of the distribution of other kinematic variables 

in this region.

For these regions of low excitation of the residual nucleus a comparison with 

the previously described 2N [16] model is used. The low Em data are again
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compared with the model for the two regions of QD and NQD kinematics, with 

the QD region data also used to determine the spectrum of excitation energies 

and normalise the strength of the 2N model as described below. The data are 

separated into the two missing energy regions Em <40 MeV and Em=40-70 

MeV, to select regions where photon absorption on ( lp )2 or (ls)(lp ) nucleon 

pairs dominates. No attem pt was made to look specifically for (Is)2 strength as 

the contribution is expected to be weak and spread over a wide range of Em [16].

The excitation distribution of the residual nucleus (into 47t) used in the model 

is obtained from the data by an iteration procedure. The excitation distribution is 

chosen so that the predicted shape of the missing energy visible in the detectors 

matches that of the data. This procedure is undertaken in the QD kinematic 

region where the measured missing energy will have less contamination from non 

2N events. The model is then used to predict the E m distribution in the NQD 

region and other kinematic variables in both regions.

The magnitude of the 2N model prediction is also normalised to the QD region 

data, for both the chosen missing energy regions. The same normalisation factors 

are applied to the model predictions for the NQD kinematics, allowing predictions 

of both the shape and magnitude of variables to be made in this region.

Predictions from the ‘phase space model’ are also presented, where the photon 

momentum is distributed between the 2 nucleons and the recoiling system accord

ing to the available phase space. Comparisons between the 2N and phase space 

predictions show the sensitivity of kinematic variables to correlations between the 

participating nucleons.

5.3.1 The (7 ,pra) reaction  

• M issing Energy D istributions
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12C(y,pn) -  Missing Energy Distributions
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Figure 5.6: 12C(~j,pn) missing energy distributions in QD/NQD kinematics com
pared with the 2N model predictions. The fits in the QD region reflect the 2N  
model calibration only.
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The measured missing energy distributions (for 2?m<100 MeV) in the QD/NQD 

regions are compared with the 2N model in figure 5.6. A large difference in the 

cross section magnitude is observed between the two regions, a difference which 

increases with E7.

The comparison with the 2N model in the QD region essentially shows the 

model calibration, with the shape of the missing energy distribution reflecting the 

accuracy of the iteration procedure used to determine the 47t excitation distribu

tions. The predictions in the NQD region (using the same excitation distributions 

and normalisation factors as the QD case) give an indication as to how much of 

the observed Em strength can be attributed to the direct 2N process. The relative 

contribution of the 2N process is seen to decrease with increasing J57, with the 

excess generally concentrated in the Em >40 MeV region, and at higher E1 the 

excess increases with Em. Below E m=A0 MeV the drop in magnitude and changes 

in the shape of the data in the NQD kinematics are reasonably well described by 

the dynamics of a 2N model.

• Missing M om entum  Distributions

The missing momentum distributions are an important variable in understanding 

the contribution of different mechanisms to the measured cross section. For a 

direct photon absorption on a 2N pair in a spectating nucleus (no subsequent 

FSI) the missing momentum reflects the initial momentum of the nucleon pair. 

Figure 5.7 shows the missing momentum distributions for the (7 ,pn) reaction in 

the QD kinematics, separated into the two missing energy regions corresponding 

to expected absorption on either ( lp )2 or (ls)(lp) pairs.

The similarity of the shape of the data at all E^ for both regions is consistent 

with expectations of a dominant direct 2N mechanism. The phase space calcula

tions (dashed line) extend to much higher Pm values than the data and therefore
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indicate that the measured distributions are not simply determined by detector 

threshold effects (the fluctuations observed in the phase space predictions are 

statistical only).

The solid line shown on the figure illustrates the (normalised) predictions 

of the 2N model. No predictions were possible for E7 >600 MeV due to the 

restricted photon energy range of the parameterisations employed in the model. 

For the low Em region the 2N model is normalised to the data over the entire 

range of Pm. The higher E m region is normalised up to Pm=260 MeV/c, as there 

is some evidence of a tail at higher Pm values which would otherwise distort the 

normalisation.

For Em <40 MeV the predicted shape of the missing momentum distributions 

from the 2N model give an excellent description of the data for photon energies 

up to 600 MeV. This indicates that in this region the reaction must proceed pre

dominantly through photon absorption on ( lp )2 pairs. No significant strength is 

observed above the prediction of the 2N model implying that in this region the 

contribution of processes other than direct 2N emission are negligibly small. Any 

FSI processes do not significantly distort the shape of the distribution and so 

must either constitute a small effect or remove events to higher Em or outside the 

QD detector acceptance from all Pm regions with a similar probability. The phase 

space predictions are well removed from the 2N model predictions, especially at 

higher photon energies, showing the sensitivity of the comparison to the corre

lations between the participating nucleons. Although no 2N model comparisons 

could be made for i?7=600-700 MeV the data show similar characteristics to that 

observed for lower photon energies and are well removed from the phase space 

prediction. This behaviour would not be observed if either FSI or multiparticle 

processes made a significant contribution.

The extended E7 range and improved statistical accuracy over previous exper
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iments [19] enables the contribution of the direct 2N emission process at >400 

MeV to be established for the first time. The 2N process is interesting at these 

high photon energies as the photon must necessarily couple to shorter ranged 

structures and so may be sensitive to different microscopic mechanisms.

The data in the i?m=40-70MeV region are also well described by the 2N 

model, indicating that in this region the reaction can be well described by photon 

absorption on (ls)(lp ) pairs. Some measured strength is evident at Pm values 

above the 2N model prediction but the events constitute a small fraction of the 

observed yield. For the lowest photon energy bin the phase space is constrained, 

due to the increased influence of the detector low energy thresholds with the 

imposition of the higher missing energy requirement. For higher photon energies 

however there is a clearer separation between the 2N and phase space predictions. 

For E1 >600 MeV, although no comparison is made with the 2N model, the data 

can again be seen to show characteristics which are not consistent with the strong 

influence of FSI/multiparticle processes.

The corresponding Pm distributions in the NQD region are shown as figure 

5.8. The measurement of the 2N process in the more extreme NQD kinematics 

can be seen to sample regions of higher initial pair momenta. The data shifts 

to higher Pm with increasing E1 as the initial pair progressively requires larger 

initial momenta to kinematically allow the proton and neutron to hit the more 

backward angle TOF detectors.

The separation of the available phase space from the data is more apparent 

than in the QD kinematics. This gives improved confidence in the interpretation, 

especially at lower photon energies. The cross sections in the NQD kinematics, 

as discussed for the Em variable, possess less strength than the corresponding 

data from the QD region. The reduction in strength is more marked for the 

higher photon energies. This is due to the diminishing probability of finding
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Figure 5.7: 12C h ipn) missing momentum distributions compared with the 2N
model (solid line) for E~{ <600 M eV (see text) and phase space predictions (dashed
line) for two missing energy regions in the QD kinematics.
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nucleon pairs with sufficient momentum to oppose that of the photon and allow 

the particles to be observed in the detectors.

The 2N model predictions (solid line) are obtained with the same normali

sation factors and excitation distributions used for the QD region (Fig 5.7). in 

the Em <40 MeV region the 2N model gives a good description of the data for 

E-j <300 MeV, with the shape and magnitude of the recoil momenta in good 

agreement with that predicted from absorption on ( lp )2 nucleon pairs. Little 

strength is observed above the model prediction implying that other processes 

and/or final state interactions give a relatively small contribution to the yield. 

For photon energies above 300 MeV a significant tail is observed with Pm >~600 

MeV/c. Nevertheless the strength of this tail is <~3%  of the 2N strength esti

mated in both the QD and NQD regions. These results therefore show the dom

inance of the direct 2N emission process for the Em <40 MeV region, even with 

a phase space coverage which included regions away from the more usual back- 

to-back kinematics. This reinforces the findings of previous works [16, 19, 20, 47] 

by showing that the observed 2N dominance at low Em was not simply due to 

the positioning of the detectors in suitable kinematics.

Detailed analysis shows that events populating the observed high Pm tail are 

characterised by comparatively lower proton energies and higher neutron ener

gies which allow the recoil momentum to be large whilst still having a missing 

energy less than the required 40 MeV. The corresponding Valencia predictions 

for the low Em region predict the only competing mechanisms are the 2N+FSI, 

3Nrfirect(-|-FSI) and N7T+ABS processes. The 2N model accounts for almost all 

of the Pm <300 MeV/c strength in the data making it unlikely that these events 

could come from a 2N+FSI reaction in the NQD kinematics. This does not rule 

out 2N+FSI contributions from regions outwith these kinematics, although the 

photon energy dependence of the tail is more consistent with that of processes
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involving intermediate A or 7r production.

For the higher missing energy region, Em=40-70 MeV, the cross sections show 

additional strength at higher Pm values, the relative contribution of which in

creases with photon energy. The phase space predictions again show greater 

separation from the data than in the corresponding QD region. This is especially 

important for the lowest photon energy bin where all previous measurements 

showed little separation from the phase space prediction for this Em region and 

therefore allowed only limited interpretation.

The 2N model (solid line) predicts the strength for Pm <300 MeV/c with rea

sonable accuracy, indicating that a significant mechanism is still direct absorption 

on a (ls)(lp ) pair. Although the NQD region data shows a large proportion of 

events with Pm greater than the 2N prediction, especially for higher iS7, the ex

cess only constitutes a maximum of ~10% of the total (QD+NQD) E m= 40-70 

MeV yield and only ~5% of the total yield for Em <70 MeV.

• R ecoil T heta D istributions

A further test of the 2N absorption model can be made by a comparison of the 

predicted recoil theta (9rec) distributions with the data. For a direct 2N emission 

process 0rec reflects the (kinematically sampled) initial momentum direction of the 

nucleon pair. The normalisation factors applied to the 2N model 9rec predictions 

are the same as those used for the corresponding Pm.

The 9rec distributions obtained in the QD kinematics are shown in figure 5.9, 

again separated into the two E m regions corresponding to photon absorption on 

( lp )2 and (ls)(lp ) pairs. The QD region data can be seen to populate the entire 

0°-180° range of 9rec, as expected from an isotropic direction of the initial pair, 

although with a bias towards forward angles. This is due to the influence of the 

positions and thresholds of the detectors. As the photon energy is increased the
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8rec distribution is pushed more forward as the momentum of the nucleon pair 

must necessarily oppose more the increasing photon momentum to allow the par

ticles to be observed in the detectors. The corresponding phase space predictions 

show a more extreme forward peaked distribution as the photon momentum is 

split between the 2 nucleons and the recoil nucleus which must necessarily go 

more forward to conserve momentum.

The 2N model is seen to describe the <600 MeV data in the QD region well, 

for both Em regions, providing further strong evidence for the dominance of direct 

2N emission at low Em. For E1 >600 MeV the data again show distributions 

similar to that observed at lower photon energies and exhibit a large separation 

from the phase space prediction, behaviour which does not indicate the strong 

influence of FSI/multiparticle processes.

The data from the NQD region (figure 5.10) shows an extreme forward bias in 

the 0rec distributions, with events only populating regions of 0rec <80°. The data 

for all Pm values are shown as solid circles. The triangular data points show the 

distributions obtained after applying cuts on the corresponding Pm distributions 

to select regions near to the direct 2N prediction.

For the Em <40 MeV region the 2N model predicts the shape and magnitude 

of the data well, with the data cut on the 2N region of Pm (triangles) giving 

improved agreement with the predicted distribution. The difference between the 

full and cut data shows that the tail of events above the 2N predictions in the 

Pm distributions tends to populate all accessible regions of 6rec.

For J5m=40-70 MeV the 2N predictions are also in good agreement with the 

data cut on the 2N region of Pm, although it should be noted that the cuts will 

necessarily remove some direct 2N strength as well as including a proportion of 

other events present. Nevertheless the agreement obtained gives a strong indi

cation of direct (ls)(lp ) photon absorption in this region. The excess strength
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above the 2N prediction forms a peaked distribution centred around ~25°, similar 

in shape to the predicted phase space. This is consistent with the involvement of 

FSI or multiparticle processes which will smear out any correlations between the 

two detected particles.

5.3.2 The (7 , p p )  reaction

• M issing Energy D istributions

Figure 5.11 shows the measured missing energy distributions (E m <100 MeV) for 

the (7 ,pp) reaction in the QD and NQD regions compared with the results of the 

2N model. A large difference in strength is observed between the data from the 

two regions. As seen in the (7 fpn) data this difference increases with E1.

The 2N model predictions in the QD region simply illustrate the model cali

bration and quality of the iteration procedure used to obtain the excitation distri

butions. The proportion of the total Em strength which can be accounted for by 

the 2N prediction in the NQD kinematics is seen to decrease rapidly with photon 

energy, as observed for the (7 ,pra) reaction. The predicted shape and magnitude 

for Em <40 MeV are however in reasonable agreement with the data. It is signif

icant that for this Em region the drop in the magnitude of the NQD cross section 

relative to the QD can be described by a model based on 2N kinematics.

• M issing M om entum  D istributions

The missing momentum distributions obtained for the (7 ,pp) reaction in the QD 

kinematics are shown in figure 5.12. The corresponding phase space distributions 

show good separation from the data for higher photon energies, but the lowest E1 

bin shows the data is constrained in both Em regions by the detector thresholds. 

This effect, which also restricted the interpretation of previous measurements, is
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more acute for the (7 ,pp) case than the ( j,p n )  due to the higher (~40 MeV) 

threshold for the detection of a proton in TOF. The solid line in the figure shows 

the (normalised) predictions of the 2N model. The low Em region is normalised 

over the entire range of the data while the higher region, where more contribution 

from non-2N events is expected, is normalised over the range 0-260 MeV/ c.

For Em <40 MeV the 2N model describes the shape of the Pm distributions 

reasonably well, although the agreement is not as good as that observed for the 

(7 ,pn) reaction. The model predictions are however much closer to the data than 

the phase space prediction (dashed line) for i?7 >200 MeV. This indicates that 

some form of 2N interaction may underly this channel, although the process does 

not appear to be as straightforward as the (7 ,pn) case. The model predicts low 

Pm strength which is not visible in the data; a small but consistent effect also 

evident in previous comparisons [16, 19] under different kinematic conditions.

For the Em=40-70 MeV region the 2N model gives a reasonable description of 

the shape of the low Pm (<300 MeV/c) region. For higher Pm a significant excess 

above the 2N model prediction is evident in the data. These events populate 

regions roughly half way between the 2N and phase space predictions, indicating 

a strong contribution from FSI/multiparticle processes to the yield. The relative 

proportion of the excess events rises from ~15% of the 2N for i?7=200-300 MeV 

to ~50% of the 2N for i£7=400-500 MeV. This behaviour is in contrast to that of 

the (7 ,jwi) reaction where the observed excess was small and showed little photon 

energy dependence.

For the NQD kinematics (Fig 5.13) the data again illustrate the sampling of 

the 2N process in regions of high initial pair momenta. The more extreme kine

matics show much improved separation of the data and phase space predictions 

indicating the measured distributions are not simply reflecting detector threshold 

effects.
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The 2N model predictions give a better description of the shape of the data 

on the low Pm side of the distribution than the QD kinematics, although there is 

a slight tendency to underestimate the magnitude of the cross section. The tail 

of events observed in the corresponding (7 ,pn) distributions for E1 >~300 MeV 

is also present in this channel. These events only represent <~4%  of the total 

(QD+NQD) E m <40 MeV yield, indicating the small contribution of non-2N 

processes for the (7 ,pp) reaction in this missing energy region.

For the Em=40-70 MeV region the 2N model gives a resonable prediction of 

the shape of the low missing momentum (<300 MeV/c) data, although an excess 

of events above the 2N model predictions are evident in the data for higher 

Pm. As observed for the QD region data the relative contribution of the excess 

shows a strong photon energy dependence and dominates the yield for higher 

E1. Although the results show that most of the yield for E^ >200 MeV cannot 

be described by direct 2N emission, the low Pm region is consistent with the 

predictions of photon absorption by (ls)(lp ) pairs.

• Recoil T heta D istributions

The recoil theta distributions for the (7 ,pp) reaction in QD kinematics are shown 

in figure 5.14. The Em <40 MeV data show a forward peaked distribution, simi

lar to that observed in the (7 ,pn) case, and show reasonable separation from the 

phase space model (dashed line) prediction for the higher photon energies. The 

data from the Em =40-70 MeV region show a more forward peaked 6rec distribu

tion which is closer to the phase space prediction.

For Em <40 MeV the 2N model predictions (solid line) give reasonable agree

ment with the shape of the data. The model predictions do however show a small 

relative shift to more backward 9rec compared with the data for E ^=200-400 MeV. 

The En=400-500 MeV data show a hint of some excess strength above the 2N
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prediction for 0rec= ~  70°.

In the E m =40-70 MeV region a considerable excess strength above the pre

dictions of the 2N model is evident in the data for E7 >200 MeV, as observed 

in the corresponding Pm distributions. The similarity of the distribution of the 

excess events to the phase space prediction shows that the detected protons have 

little correlation. This characteristic might be expected due to the influence of 

FSI or multiparticle processes. The hint of excess strength around ^70° is also 

observed in this Em region for i£y=400-500 MeV.

The measured distributions for the NQD kinematics (figure 5.15) again show a 

more extreme forward peaked distribution, with the data only populating regions 

of 0rec <70°. The data for all Pm are shown as the solid circles. The triangular 

data points show the distributions obtained after applying cuts on Pm to select 

regions near to the direct 2N prediction.

For Em <40 MeV the shape of the data is reasonably well described by the 2N 

model although, as observed for the Pm comparison, the magnitude of the cross 

section is underestimated. The 2N model gives slightly improved agreement with 

the data cut on the 2N region of Pm (triangles). For i£7=300-400MeV, the tail 

of events observed in the Pm distribution (removed by the Pm cut) can be seen 

to add strength for all 6rec although with a tendency to populate more forward 

angles. As the data for i?7=400-500 MeV have large statistical errors it is hard 

to draw any conclusions from the comparison in this region.

The F7m=40-70 distributions (circles) are fitted well by the model at the low

est E1 range but an excess above the 2N model prediction becomes increasingly 

dominant as the photon energy is increased. For the higher photon energies the 

model does however give good agreement with the data cut on the 2N region of 

Pm (triangles). This gives more evidence of the existence of direct photon absorp

tion on (ls)(lp ) proton pairs in this region. The excess strength above the 2N
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prediction shows a distribution similar to the predicted phase space, suggesting 

the involvement of FSI or multiparticle processes.

5.4 The (7 , 3 N )  reactions

The bulk of the higher missing energy component of the (7 , 2N )  cross section 

for photon energies around and above the A resonance is predicted to come from 

reactions involving 3 or more particles and therefore a measurement of the (7 ,3N ) 

reactions gives a more stringent test of our understanding of such mechanisms. 

The wide phase space coverage obtained for this experiment is well suited to the 

study of these events.

To examine the level of excitation in the residual system following the emission 

of the 3 detected particles the 3 body missing energy is constructed, (E ^ ) :

J J i3N    J7i rpPiP rpTOF rpTOF rp ( r  a \
m  ~  ~  -Lp ~  - 1 m  ~  1 N2 ~  1 recoil ( 5 .4 )

where T PlP is the energy of the proton detected in PiP and T ^ F are the

energies of the two particles detected in the TOF array. Trecou is the calculated 

energy passed to the recoiling system, calculated from the (measured) momenta 

of the photon and the 3 detected particles.

The extraction of (7 ,3 N ) data is limited by the method of charge determina

tion, and is governed by the width of the elements in the A E t o f  rings. Although 

most of the TOF bars are only fed through one A E t o f  element some of the 

TOF bars lie across or near the joins of these elements and so have more than 

one relevant A E t o f  element for charge determination. The angular coverage of 

the elements ranges from 20° — 30° enforcing a minimum opening angle cut be

tween the TOF side particles of 60° for clean identification of the ppn and ppp 

final charge states. For consistency this cut was applied to the data and model
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predictions for all the (7 , 3N )  reactions.

As the (7 , 3AT) reactions have small visible cross sections the photon energy 

bins for the 3N analysis are broad to improve the statistical accuracy of the 

results. The two ranges presented cover i£7=150-400MeV and J£7=400-700MeV. 

As discussed in section 5.2, data points plotted beyond the high Em threshold 

are necessarily zero and do not represent actual experimental measurements in 

this region.

5.5 C om parisons w ith  th e  V alencia m od el

To compare the Valencia model directly with the (7 , 3AT) data 12 MeV is sub

tracted from the predicted energies of each nucleon before any observables are 

calculated. The magnitude of the subtraction is larger than the 8 MeV employed 

for the 2N case, to take some account of the greater average nucleon separation 

energies in the (7 , 3AT) reactions.

As for the (7 , 2AT) the VM predictions are separated according to the initial 

photon absorption mechanism, with each component colour coded as described 

in figure 5.1.

5.5.1 The (7 , p p n )  reaction

The missing energy and particle kinetic energy distributions for the (7 ,ppn) chan

nel are shown as figures 5.16 and 5.17, corresponding to photon energy regions 

150-400 MeV and 400-700 MeV respectively.

The data from the lower photon energy region possesses a significant strength 

near threshold (Q(ppn)=34 MeV), indicating a considerable cross section for the 

three nucleons being emitted with the residual system left near its ground state. 

The higher E™  strength decreases rapidly and disappears above ~250MeV. The
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Figure 5.16: 12 Cfa ,ppn) missing energy (3 body) and particle energy distributions
for E1=150~400 M eV compared with the predictions of the Valencia model.
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Figure 5.17: 12C(~(,ppn) missing energy (3 body) and particle energy distributions
for E1=f00-700 M eV compared with the predictions of the Valencia model.
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particle kinetic energy distributions show a tendency for the detected protons 

to have higher energies than the neutron. As the upper detection threshold for 

neutrons is higher than protons this does not simply reflect detector threshold 

effects and is a definite feature of the data.

The shape and magnitude of the distribution is well described by the VM 

predictions within the modest statistics. The differences in the range and shape 

of the particle kinetic energy distributions are also well described. In particular 

the bias towards lower neutron energies observed in the data is well reproduced. 

The N7T+ABS process is predicted to be the dominant reaction mechanism for 

this region although a significant contribution from the 2N+FSI and 3Nd,vec«+FSI 

processes is also observed.

The data from the higher photon energy region (figure 5.17) show relatively 

little strength near to threshold with the bulk of the observed cross section pop

ulating higher E™  regions. As in the lower photon energy region similar kinetic 

energy distributions are obtained for both detected protons with a bias towards 

lower kinetic energies observed in the neutron distribution.

The VM predictions give a good description of the changes in both the shape 

and magnitude of the E™  cross section in going to the higher photon energy 

region. The predicted shape of the kinetic energy distributions are in good agree

ment with the proton data although the model does not reproduce the observed 

low kinetic energy strength for the detected neutron. The N7r-f ABS mechanism 

shows even more dominance for this photon energy region with the 3Nd„.ect-|-FSI 

and 2N+FSI processes predicted to contribute little to the cross section.

To understand the origin of the N7r-(-ABS process in more detail, and to 

allow more detailed comparison with the other (7 , 3AT) channels, the N7T+ABS 

prediction was separated according to the initial 7r production process. This is 

shown in table 5.1 where the relative contribution of each of the four initial pion
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production processes are shown as a percentage of the total N7T+ABS yield.

initial process £ 7=150-400MeV £?7=400-700MeV

p 7 T ° 20.0% 23.0%

p T T - 2.8% 10.2%

n7T+ 45.5% 28.1%

nx° 34.2% 38.9%

Table 5.1: The Valencia model predictions of the initial mechanisms contributing 
to the Nir+ABS process in the Cfa^ppn) reaction.

The most important initial mechanism for the low photon energy region is 

predicted to be initial 7T+ production on a proton (n7T+), which accounts for 

almost half the yield for the observed ppn final state. This dominance can be 

understood as arising from the higher probability of pion absorption on pn pairs 

and the lower detection threshold for neutrons (19 MeV) compared to protons 

(~40 MeV) in TOF.

The higher photon energy region shows a different characteristic with an in

creased proportion of initial p7r” production and a significant decrease in the 

n7r+. The VM has been shown to underestimate (by ~10-20%) the total n7r+ 

cross section on the free proton for ,E7=350-500 MeV [40], and so this effect may 

in part be due to this.

5.5.2 The (7 ,p p p )  reaction

The missing energy and kinetic energy distributions for the (7 ,ppp) reaction are 

shown as Figures 5.18 and 5.19. For this reaction the particles detected in TOF 

are not distinguishable and so they are separated according to angle. Protonl 

is taken as the most forward angle TOF proton with proton2 the TOF proton 

detected at more backward angles.
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Figure 5.18: 12 C(~f,ppp) missing energy (3 body) and particle energy distributions 
for  £^=150-^00 M eV compared with the predictions of the Valencia model. The 
model predictions have been reduced by a factor 6.
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Figure 5.19: ]"C(i,ppp) missing energy (3 body) and particle energy distributions 
for =400-700 MeV compared with the predictions of the Valencia model. The 
model predictions have been reduced by a factor
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The low photon energy data (figure 5.18) has modest statistical accuracy due 

to the extremely low cross section for the (7 ,ppp) reaction. The cross section 

obtained is seen to be ~3% of the corresponding (7 ,ppn), although this figure 

will be influenced by the higher energy threshold for the detection of two protons 

compared to a proton and a neutron in TOF.

The VM predictions shown in the figure have been divided by a factor of 6 to 

match the data. A detailed interpretation of the contributions in this region is 

restricted due to the poor statistics, both in the data and the model. The model 

however can be seen to give predictions which lie in the E™  and kinetic energy 

regions of the data and indicate a large N7T+ABS contribution.

The data for the higher photon energy region allow for a more detailed in

terpretation of the results. The cross section in this range is ~ 8% of the 

corresponding (7 ,ppn). The E distribution exhibits a similar shape to that of 

the (7 ,ppn) reaction although with a smaller relative contribution of low missing 

energy events near to the threshold (Q(ppp)=46.8 MeV). The particle kinetic 

energies for all the detected protons show similar shapes.

The predictions of the VM for this higher photon energy region have been 

reduced by a factor of 4 to match the data. Despite the overestimation the model 

predicts the shape of the E™  and particle kinetic energy distributions well. For 

the higher photon energy region, as in the (7 ,ppra) channel, the cross section is 

predicted to be dominated by N7T+ABS processes with other mechanisms giving 

only small contributions.

The N7T+ABS contribution to the (7 ,ppp) channel is particularly informa

tive as to first order (without charge exchange FSI) it can only be fed from 7r° 

absorption on a pp pair, ie.

(5.5)
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A more detailed separation of the VM predictions of the N7T+ABS process to 

the (7 ,ppp) reaction is shown in table 5.2. The lower photon energy region is

initial process £ 7=150-400MeV £ 7=400-700MeV

p 7 r° 34.3% 46.8%

p?r 9.1% 12.4%

n7r+ 49.6% 30.4%

nir° 7.0% 11.4%

Table 5.2: The Valencia model predictions of the initial mechanisms contributing 
to the Ntt+ABS  process in the C (hppp) reaction.

predicted to be predominantly fed from Nx+ABS reactions which rely on charge 

exchange FSI (CEFSI) processes to produce the ppp final state with only 1/3 

of the yield originating from the p7r° reaction discussed above. It should be noted 

that this non charge exchange FSI channel on its own is stronger than the data. 

However as most of the yield comes from other initial processes, either these or 

CEFSI processes are also too large.

The overestimation of the contribution of CEFSI processes could arise from 

either a simple overestimation of the strength or from an angular distribution 

of the scattered particles which results in too many events making the TOF 

opening angle cut. The second argument is supported by the previously described 

results for the (7 ,pp) channel where the overestimation of the VM was found to 

be angular dependent, with the overestimation increasing as the TOF detected 

proton occurred at more backward angles.

For the higher photon energy region the p7r° contribution increases and ac

counts for roughly half the predicted yield. As the (7r°,pp) reaction also gives a 

sizeable contribution to the well predicted (l,ppn)  channel this indicates that the 

7T° absorption probability is reasonably well described. The VM has been shown
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to give excellent agreement with the available data for the total 7r° production 

cross sections on single protons for E1 up to 400 MeV and to give a reasonable 

prediction of the angular distribution data for a photon energy of 320 MeV [40]. 

It seems unlikely that the VM prediction will drastically overestimate the p7T° 

process at E7 >400 MeV while still giving a reasonable description of the domi

nant n7r° process for (7 ,ppn). It seems more likely that the origin of the factor of 

4 discrepancy in the predicted magnitude of the cross section lies in some error 

in the modelling of the probability or angular distribution of the CEFSI process.

5.5.3 The ( j , p n n )  reaction

The missing energy and kinetic energy distributions for the (7 ,prm) reaction 

are shown as Figures 5.20 and 5.21. For the low photon energy the magnitude 

of the cross section can be seen to be comparable with that observed for the 

(7 ,ppn) channel. The kinetic energy distributions illustrate a tendency for the 

forward angle TOF neutrons to possess larger energies than those detected at 

more backward angles.

The VM predictions give a reasonable description of the magnitude of the 

E™  distribution within the statistics of the data. The asymmetry in the TOF 

neutron kinetic energy spectra is not however well produced by the model with 

both neutrons predicted to have similar distributions.

For the higher photon energy region the distribution is again reminiscent 

of that of the corresponding (7 ,ppn), exhibiting little strength near threshold 

with most of the cross section at higher missing energies. The neutron kinetic 

energy spectra show similar shapes for both the forward and backward angles, in 

contrast to the asymmetry observed for the lower E1 region.

The VM predictions give a good description of both the shape and magnitude 

of the data in this region although the predicted low energy enhancement of the
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backward neutron energy spectrum is not seen in the data.

The N7T+ABS contributions, for both E1 regions, are separated according to 

the initial photon interaction in table 5.3. In the lower photon energy region

initial process i?7=150-400MeV .E7=400-700MeV

p7T° 18.4% 20.7%

p7T— 18.5% 25.6%

n7T+ 20.0% 11.7%

„ _ 0n7T 43.2% 42.0%

Table 5.3: The Valencia model predictions of the initial mechanisms contributing 
to the Nn+ ABS process in the Cf'y^pnn) reaction.

much of the predicted yield originates from initial n7T° production. This can be 

understood due to the higher probability of 7r absorbtion on pn pairs. The lower 

probability for events from the p7r" reaction, which can also produce a pnn final 

state after absorbtion on a pn pair, can be understood to result from the PiP 

detector threshold. As this is higher than the TOF neutron threshold fewer of 

the low energy protons from the p7T° process will be detected.

For the higher photon energy region a similar dominance is observed for events 

originating from initial n7r° production as for lower E 7. The influence of the p7r~ 

process is seen to increase and this may be due to more energy being available 

for the detected proton.
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Figure 5.20: 12 C(~f,pnn) missing energy (3 body) and particle energy distributions
for E^=150-f 00 M eV  compared with the predictions of the Valencia model.
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Figure 5.21: ]2C('y,pnn) missing energy (3 body) and particle energy distributions
for 00-700 M eV  compared with the predictions of the Valencia model.
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6.1 Sum m ary and C onclusions

This thesis described a study of both the 12C(7 , 2i\T) and 12C(7 , 3N )  reactions 

for i£7=150-700 MeV with a detector acceptance which included regions away 

from the usual back-to-back kinematics. This work extended both the 2N open

ing angle coverage and the photon energy range of previous experiments. The 

12C(7 , 2N )  reaction was measured for pn and pp final charge states. The 12C(7 , 3N ) 

reaction was measured for ppn, ppp and pnn final charge states.

The 12C(7 , 2JV) data was separated into two regions of phase space. The first 

region (QD) corresponded to TOF polar angles near to that of two body kinemat

ics (0t o f = 36.7°-71°).  The second region (NQD) for 0 t o f =  78.0°-142.0°, covered 

more extreme kinematics not studied in detail in any previous measurements.

The results were compared with a model developed by the Valencia group, 

which accounts for all the main photon absorption processes and gives predictions 

of the cross section in all missing energy (Em) regions. Separate comparisons with 

the data for each kinematic region allowed the contributing processes for both 

2N kinematics (QD) and the more unusual NQD kinematics to be compared, 

providing a more detailed test of the model than previously available.

The 12C(7 ,pn) Em distributions were reasonably well reproduced by the VM, 

which predicts the general shape of the data in both kinematic regions for all 

photon energies. Some overestimation of the cross section strength was however 

observed in both the QD and NQD kinematics for photon energies around the A 

resonance. The agreement with the VM was not as good as for previous measure

ments of this reaction, taken with different detector geometries, implying that the 

angular distributions of some of the processes in the VM contributing to the pn 

final state may not be accurate. The VM predictions for the 12C(7 ,pp) reaction 

in QD kinematics, although giving a reasonable description of the shape of the
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Em distributions, overestimated the data by a factor of ~3.5. This factor did not 

provide agreement for all photon energy bins indicating an energy dependence in 

the overestimation. Applying the same scaling factor to the VM predictions in 

the NQD region resulted in an overestimation of the data, implying the correction 

factor for the pp channel is both angular and energy dependent.

The VM does not permit a detailed comparison with the direct 2 nucleon 

emission process at low Em. This is due to the nuclear m atter approximation 

employed in the model which neglects the shell structure of the real nucleus. 

To study the low Em regions in more detail the data were compared to a 2N 

model which predicted the distributions of kinematic variables assuming direct 

2N emission from a spectating residual nucleus. The model does not predict 

the low E m cross section magnitude although a direct prediction of the relative 

yield in the NQD kinematics was made by normalising the model to the QD 

data and then employing this normalisation for both regions. The low Em data 

were separated into two missing energy regions corresponding to that expected 

from photon absorption on ( lp )2 nucleon pairs (Em <40 MeV) and (ls)(lp ) pairs 

(£ m=40-70 MeV)

For the 12C(7 ,pra) reaction comparisons of the measured missing momentum 

(Pm) and recoil theta (9rec) distributions with the 2N model confirmed that for 

Pm <-40 MeV the direct emission of ( lp )2 pairs is the dominant process, even in 

the NQD kinematics. FSI/multiparticle processes were shown to constitute <3% 

of the total (QD+NQD) observed yield in this region. For i?m=40-70 MeV the 

data from the QD kinematics were well described by direct emission of (ls)(lp ) 

pairs. The NQD data showed a larger influence from non-2N events although 

these constituted <~10% of the combined (QD+NQD) Em=40-70 MeV yield 

and <~5%  of the combined Em <70 MeV yield.

The results therefore show the dominance of direct 2N emission in the 12C(7 ,pn)
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reaction for E m <70 MeV and photon energies up to 600 MeV, even in the case 

where the detectors were positioned to be sensitive to more complex mechanisms. 

This indicates the previously observed 2N dominance was not simply due to the 

positioning of the detectors in earlier measurements. This work also extends the 

findings of previous measurements by giving the first evidence for the existence 

of direct emission of proton-neutron pairs at E1 >400 MeV and shows the fea

sibility of studying the 2N mechanism in (7 ,pra) reactions up to photon energies 

well beyond the A resonance.

The 12C(7 ,pp) reaction, for 2^=150-500 MeV, was shown to be reasonably 

well described by absorption on a ( lp )2 proton pair for Em <40 MeV. The agree

ment between the data and model was however not as good as the 12C(7 ,pn) 

case, indicating the mechanism for this reaction may not be as straightforward. 

FSI/multiparticle processes were again shown to give a small contribution in this 

Em region, comprising (<4%) of the observed (QD+NQD) yield. Evidence for 

absorption on (ls)(lp ) pairs was found in the Em=40-70 MeV data for photon 

energies up to 500 MeV. The contribution of FSI/multiparticle processes in this 

region was however seen to be considerable for photon energies around and above 

the A resonance. Little yield was observed for photon energies above 500 MeV 

due to the more restrictive upper particle detection thresholds for this reaction.

The first measurement of the 12C(7 ,ppn) and 12C(7 ,pnn) reactions, along 

with that of 12C(7 ,ppp), provides valuable information on multiparticle photon 

absorption mechanisms. For 2^=150-400 MeV the ppn and pnn final states were 

seen to have cross sections of comparable magnitude and to show significant 

strength in the 3 body missing energy (E™ ) distributions near to threshold. The 

cross section for the ppp final state was found to be ~3% of the ppn or pnn, with 

little strength near to threshold. For the higher photon energy bin of 227=400-700 

MeV much of the observed cross section was found to be at high E™ , with all
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the measured final charge states showing a similar shape. The ppn and pnn data 

were also of comparable magnitude for these higher photon energies. The ppp 

yield was again seen to be smaller, constituting ~ 8% of the ppn or pnn.

The VM gave good descriptions of the shape of the E ^  distributions for all the 

measured final states. The dominant mechanism for all reactions was predicted 

to be the reabsorption of photoproduced pions by nucleon pairs (Nx-I-ABS), with 

lesser contributions from 2N/3Nc*irect+FSI processes. The predicted magnitude 

of the cross section is in good agreement for the ppn and pnn reactions. The ppp 

cross section was however overestimated by a factor of 4-6. Further investiga

tion of the VM predictions for the dominant Nx+ABS contribution showed that 

50-75% of ppp yield comes from charge exchange FSI (CEFSI) processes. The 

well predicted ppn and pnn reactions have smaller contributions from CEFSI and 

so the ppp overestimation was taken as an indication of errors in the calculation 

of the magnitude and/or angular distribution of the CEFSI processes. It was 

however noted that even without contributions involving CEFSI processes the 

predicted ppp cross section magnitude was larger than the data in both Ey re

gions, indicating an overestimation of the non charge exchange FSI contribution 

as well.

6.2 O utlook

The evidence for dominant direct 2N photon absorption mechanisms (with small 

FSI/multiparticle contributions) for the 12C(7 ,pn) reactions up to 700 MeV shows 

the possibility for more detailed studies of the effect of short range MEC and A 

contributions to the 2-body current in the pn pair for photon energies through 

and beyond the A resonance. Theoretical calculations [21] for low photon ener

gies have shown the need for detailed measurements of the angular distribution
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to extract meaningful information. Particularly interesting are the mechanisms 

above 500 MeV which extend beyond the A resonance and may proceed via in

teresting new mechanisms, perhaps involving the higher nucleon resonances. The 

higher photon energies may also be expected to show more sensitivity to SRC 

between the pn pair as they probe shorter distances. Extracting an angular dis

tribution for 2N processes from the present measurement would be limited as the 

detectors were placed to predominantly sample kinematics outwith that of 2N 

and therefore the analysis would be limited both in angular range and statistical 

accuracy.

Direct 2N emission processes in the (7 ,pp) channel have also been shown to be 

open to detailed study. The present (7 ,pp) data were restricted at high photon 

energies due the upper detector thresholds for detecting and identifying a proton 

in TOF. Furthering our understanding of this channel for high E7 would require 

detectors which did not suffer from this problem and would allow the interesting 

low Em region to be extracted where the corresponding proton energies are large.

The (7 , 37V) measurements presented in this work were exploratory in nature. 

The detector solid angle coverage, although larger than previous measurements, 

was much less than Aiv sr and thus the measured yields were small and somewhat 

biased to ‘in-plane’ kinematics. A detector system with more complete phase 

space coverage would be necessary to make more definite conclusions about the 

total cross sections for multiparticle/FSI processes. One possibility is refurbishing 

the large solid angle LADS detector [68] or at higher E7 using the CLAS detector 

[69] at TJNAF.

As only nucleon final states were measured in this work little information was 

extracted from the important multiparticle mechanisms involving the emission 

of pions. An interesting extension of this work could be the measurement of 

the (7 , N N 'k) final state which may give information on N-A interactions in the
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nuclear medium.
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Four of the TOF bars used in the experiment were faulty and so are removed from 

the analysis completely. This causes different complications according to whether 

the dead bar is in a front or back layer and whether the particle is charged or 

uncharged. The corrections for each event type are discussed below.

• Charged particles

If the dead TOF bar is in a back layer the observed yield will be unaffected 

as the energy of the particle can still be obtained using information from 

the hit in the front layer.

If the dead bar is in a front layer then a true proton event can either 

stop in the front layer or continue on to fire one of the bars immediately 

behind. A solitary hit in the back layer would be discarded by the proton 

tracking procedure and so would not be included in the yield. Thus a simple 

correction factor equal to the ratio of live to dead bars in the front layers 

can be applied to the observed yield.

• Uncharged particles

A dead bar in the back layer will simply reduce the yield by a factor equal 

to the ratio of live to dead bars in the two layers.

If the dead bar is in the front layer then the previous correction factor will 

be too high as scattered protons from the dead bar cannot be identified, 

causing them to be included in the yield. The amount of scattering is 

estimated by looking at the yield in a (nearby) back layer bar with and 

without the proton tracking procedure imposed. The correction factor ( /)  

for a bank of 16 bars with one front layer bar missing is then given by:

/  =
16

15 +  Sx/x
(A .l)
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where x -f Sx is the number of hits with no proton tracking and x is the 

number with the tracking in place.

The correction factors obtained for each TOF stand are shown in table A.I.

TOF STAND Uncharged Charged

G 1.0512 1.1483

H 1.0512 —-

I 1.1056 1.3333

J 1.1056 —

K 1.0666 —

L 1.0666 —

Table A.l: Correction factors for dead TOF bars.
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